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Introduction
How many applications can you imagine for a material which is able to switch from
insulator to metallic and viceversa on an ultrafast timescale? There is a lot of space for
imagination: depending on how the transition between the different states is driven,
for example by an electric field, one may think about ultrafast electronic switches.
Temperature or pressure sensors could be designed by making use of the transition
driven by heat or strain. In the case of a light-driven transition, the material could be
used for building, for example, light sensors or modulators.
One example for such a material is given by VO2. At room temperature, VO2 is
an insulator with a monoclinic lattice structure. It undergoes a reversible, first-order
transition to a metallic state at 340 K. The metal-to-insulator transition is also associ-
ated with a structural distortion: the high temperature phase has a tetragonal (rutile)
structure. The fact that the transition occurs close to the room temperature and is
reversible, makes it an ideal candidate for the practical applications.
However, the interest in vanadium dioxide goes beyond the applied research. Ever
since the discovery of its phase transition by Morin in 1959 [Mor59], VO2 has been at
the center of a controversy regarding the nature of the transition istelf. The issue is
whether the lattice distortion is responsible of opening the insulating gap or the cor-
relation effects alone are enough to drive the electronic transition, which is eventually
followed by a lattice distortion. Both Peierls and Mott-Hubbard mechanisms have been
proposed and vanadium dioxide historically became the prototype system for those ma-
terials where the competition between electronic localization and delocalization plays
a crucial role
The discovery of the photoinduced phase transition [RB71] in VO2 has allowed to
perform pump-probe experiments on it, in order to adress the dynamics of the elec-
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tronic and lattice components separately, and on an ultrafast timescale. Here, light is
used both as a way to excite the system and a tool to probe the effects of this pertur-
bation. However, all time-resolved experiments up to date still disagree in determin-
ing the leading mechanism of the transition, although they agree that the metal-to-
insulator transition and the structural distortion do not occur on the same timescale
[CDC+04, KLK+06, KEH+07, Bau07]. Thus, the long-lasting controversy still persists.
We tackle the problem by studying the coherent response of the lattice, which ex-
hibits itself as a modulation of the measured transient reflectivity signal. The technique
combines the intrinsic sensitivity of the phonon modes to the crystal symmetry with the
femtosecond time resolution of the pump-probe experiments. This allows us to detect
the fastest lattice dynamics, in opposite to the previous experiments probing the lattice,
which only have a resolution of hundreds of picoseconds [CTS+01, Bau07].
The pump induced change on the reflectivity has been measured as a function of
the excitation fluence. Both the incoherent background and the superimposed coher-
ent response show a change in the dynamics across the phase transition (Sec. 3.1.1
and 3.1.2). Studying the dynamics of the coherent phonons we address the changes in
symmetry occurring at the transition and show that the phonons spectrum is dramati-
cally modified. To describe the results we propose a model where the ultrafast change
in the lattice potential is due to the forces exerted by the excited electrons, long before
the ions have moved to the positions of the rutile phase. To corroborate our hypothesis
we perform a pump-pump-probe experiment. The obtained results demonstrate that,
at least for the photoinduced transition, the excited electrons are sufficient to cause
the change in the lattice potential.
The thesis is structured as follows: In chapter 1 I first outline the theoretical models
for the metal-to-insulator phase transition, giving great attention to the photoinduced
transitions. Then I consider in detail the response of a material to an incident elec-
tromagnetic field and explain the experimental methods used in our work: transient
reflectivity and coherent phonon excitation. Finally, the chapter presents VO2 and the
controversy around its transition. To perform the experiment we use a femtosecond
2
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laser system as a light source, which is described in 2.1, and was constructed within the
framework of my diploma thesis. To improve our setup I’ve been working on the con-
struction of a continuously variable switchbox, an optical setup described in appendix
B. Chapter 2 also includes a brief description of the sample and of the experimental




This chapter begins with a description of the most important models for the metal-to-insulator tran-
sition: the Peierls and the Mott-Hubbard models. A particular attention is given to the possibility
of driving the transition with light. The response of a medium to the presence of an electromagnetic
field is considered in detail, focusing on the most important models of the dielectric tensor. Light is
not only a way of perturbing a system but it is also a tool to probe the effects of the perturbation.
From this point of view I describe the experimental methods employed in our experiments, tran-
sient reflectivity and coherent phonon excitation. Finally, the chapter presents vanadium dioxide
and the controversy around the nature of its transition. Besides describing its structural, electronic
and optical properties, I focus on the theoretical and experimental state-of-the-art methods, with a
major emphasis on the recent work on the photoinduced phase transition.
1.1 Metal-to-Insulator Transition
Regarding to their conduction properties, materials are usually divided into four cat-
egories: metals, semimetals, semiconductors, and insulators. This distinction arises
from a basic band theory approach, implying that electrons are moving in a periodic
field and can be treated independently.
In this case, the solutions of the Schrödinger equation are of the Bloch form,
Ψk(r) = e
ikr · uk,n(r) ,
where uk,n(r) is a periodic function with the period of the lattice. The k vector is defined
only within a Brillouin zone, labelled by the index n. The corresponding energy εn(k) is
a continuous function of k for a given value of n. Given two possible spin orientations,
every band consists of 2N independent states, with N being the number of unit cells.
5
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The energy εn(k) is plotted in figure 1.1 in dependence of k.
Figure 1.1: Energy levels following from the band theory displayed in the reduced-zone scheme.
The green curve represents occupied states in the case of a metal (left) and of an insulator
(right).
In 1931 Wilson described the difference between conductors, semiconductors and in-
sulators at T = 0 [Wil31]. If the valence electrons fill the bands completely, as the
green curve indicates in the right panel of figure 1.1, the material is an insulator, while
if the bands are partially filled (figure 1.1, left panel) just a small perturbation is re-
quired to excite electrons from the valence to the conduction band and the material is
a metal.
However, there is a class of materials, that, according to Wilson’s scheme, are predicted
to be metals but turn out to be insulators, although their conductivity can be increased
by several orders of magnitude by chemical doping. For example this is the case for
many antiferromagnetic oxides with partially filled d-shells, such as NiO [BV37]. In
1934 Wigner was one of the first to stress the importance of electron-electron interac-
tion for the problem, suggesting that at low densities a free-electron gas crystallizes in




It is worth noting that even in the approximation of non interacting electrons, a metal-
to-insulator transition (MIT) can occur. This happens when the specific volume of an
alloy changes in such a way that two bands cease to overlap, resulting in a full valence
band and an empty conduction band. A good example is bismuth, which becomes an
insulator under high pressure [SJ64].
1.1.1 The Peierls Transition
Bismuth presents another peculiarity: its lattice structure is close to the simple cubic
one, but with every second atom a little displaced along the space diagonal and with
the angle between the axes slightly different from 90 degree. Such a structure has
the symmetry of the fcc Bravais lattice with two atoms in the unit cell. In 1934 Jones
presented a picture where most of the states inside the Brillouin zone are occupied
and most of the states outside are empty, i.e. the Fermi surface almost coincides with
the Brillouin zone boundary [Jon34]. The displacement is therefore favoured by reduc-
tion of the total electron energy. If the coincidence of Fermi surface and zone boundary
were exact, the valence band would be completely empty and the alloy would be an
insulator. This is the concept behind the Peierls transition, after the name of the the-
oretician who first discussed it in 1955 [Pei55]. Peierls showed that a 1D half filled
metal is unstable against a structural distortion.
Figure 1.2 (a) shows a one-dimensional lattice of period a and its dispersion relation.
Supposing that each unit cell contributes with one valence electron, the band is half-
filled and the material is a metal. We consider now that the lattice is distorted in such
a way that the atoms pair and the lattice constant doubles, as shown in Figure 1.2 (b).
Doubling of the lattice periodicity implies halving of the Brillouin zone and opening of
a gap at k = pi
2a
= kF . Hence the Fermi level resides in the middle of the gap and the
material becomes an insulator. Peierls demonstrated that the elastic energy required
to induce the distortion is smaller than the energy reduction for the electrons at the
Fermi surface, which makes the insulating phase more stable. In a later book he also
7
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Figure 1.2: The Peierls distortion in a 1D lattice.
(a) The dispersion relation of the electrons in a lattice with period a. A half-filled band implies
that the Fermi level lies in the middle of the band and the material is metallic. (b) The distortion
induces halving of the Brillouin zone; EF lies in the middle of a band gap and the material is
insulator.
calculated the reduction in electronic energy to be proportional to the displacement δ
as E ∝−δ2 logδ, for small values of δ [Pei91].
Evidence of the Peierls transition has been found in lattices with lower dimensionality,
such as crystals consisting of linear chains of molecules, or in polymer chains and rings
[LBB06]. In alloys of higher dimensionality one usually refers to the Peierls transition
when the transition is triggered by the coupling of electronic degrees of freedom to
vibrational levels of the system or when the opening of an energy gap is due to a
lattice distortion.
1.1.2 The Mott-Hubbard Transition
As already mentioned in Section 1.1, the band theory may give incorrect predictions
when applied to materials with strong electronic correlations. This kind of systems,
which are referred to as strongly correlated electron systems, cannot be described in
terms of non-interacting entities since many-body interactions play a crucial role. Ex-
8
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amples are high-temperature superconductors, spin Peierls materials, Mott insulators,
and other materials exhibiting unusual charge ordering, magnetic phenomena, or
temperature-induced phase transitions. Discussing insulating properties of NiO, Mott
and Peierls first pointed out that the Coulomb repulsion between electrons is able to
prevent them from moving, thereby leading to the low conductivity observed [MP37].
Consider a cubic lattice of one-electron centres, which, according to the Wilson model,
is a metallic conductor with a half-filled band, for all values of the interatomic distance
b. Without electron-electron interactions the band solely originates from the overlap
of the atomic orbitals. In this picture, if the overlap is small, i.e. for large values of b,
conduction is expected only if one or more electrons are missing. On the other hand,
if all electrons are localized at their sites close to the ions, the minority which happens
to tunnel through the barrier finds itself on already occupied ions. This excited state of
the system, with the electron-hole pair residing on neighbouring sites, is energetically
unfavorable and the electron is rapidly attracted back by the Coulomb potential of the
positive ion. Conductivity is therefore possible only if the energy given to the system
suffices to overcome the attraction of the hole, thereby generating two stable free
carriers. In the limit of an infinite distance between atomic sites, the energy needed
for this is W = I −E , where I is the ionization energy and E is the electron affinity.
On the other hand, if some of the pairs are already formed, current can be carried and
no work is needed to create new electron-hole pairs. In this case the electron feels the
screened Coulomb potential:
V (r) =− e
2
kr




and depends on the concentration n of free carriers.
In his model, Mott predicts the existence of a critical value of the lattice constant
b = b0 at which, at least at zero temperature, the number of free carriers increases
discontinuously to the value corresponding to a metallic lattice [Mot61]. This idea
is schematically illustrated in Figure 1.3, where the energy bands of the system are
9
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reproduced as a function of the interatomic distance b. For large values of b the
system is an insulator and the width of the band gap corresponds to the activation
energy W . Once the critical distance is reached, the bands overlap and the system
becomes metallic.
Figure 1.3: Energy bands of a system in
the Mott model, as a function of the in-
teratomic distance b. For large distances
the width of the bandgap is reported. The
metal to insulator transition occurs at b0.
One of the first, and probably the most
famous approach to the theoretical de-
scription of strongly correlated systems is
the Hubbard model, formulated by John
Hubbard in the 1960s [Hub63, Hub64a,
Hub64b]. The basic idea of the Hubbard
model is as follows. Electrons can hop be-
tween sites, representing atoms ordered
in a crystalline pattern. An additional re-
pulsion term accounts for the Coulomb
interaction between two electrons of dif-
ferent spin within the same lattice site.
For simplicity, interactions between elec-
trons on different atoms are neglected
and only electrons on the s-orbitals are


















where niσ = c
†
iσciσ is the number operator for electrons in the site i with spin σ and the
summations are over all states and spins. Here t i, j is the hopping matrix, responsible
for the motion of electrons between different atoms, T0 determines the atomic binding
energy, and U the intra-atomic correlation energy, related to the Coulomb repulsion.
The Hubbard model is described in detail in Appendix A.
At a first sight it can be noticed that in the limit of t i j >> U the interaction between
electrons can be neglected and the model reduces to the tight-binding case with de-
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localized electrons, giving rise to the band structure. In the opposite limit, t i j << U ,
the electron interaction term dominates and the electrons are localized on their lattice
sites (Fig 1.4).
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: Schematic illustration of the Hubbard model. (a): the hopping term dominates
and the electrons are delocalized (b) the electrons are localized on their atomic sites by the
Coulomb interaction
Hubbard demonstrated that for given values of the bandwidth W and of the interaction
energy U the nature of the solutions for the electron energy is determined by the ratio
W
U
rather than by their values separately and that the spectrum consists of one or two
bands depending on this ratio [Hub64b]. In particular, there is a critical value of W
U
at which the spectrum splits. For values less than the critical one, one band is full
and another one empty, leading to the insulator behaviour in the solid, while higher
values of W
U
lead to metallic attributes. In the very special case of a half-filled band
with s-character the critical value is given by ∆/U = 1.1547.
It is worth noting that the Mott the Hubbard models lead to the same behaviour of
the energy spectrum. The difference between the two models is that Mott predicts a
discontinuity at the transition, while Hubbard does not. In fact the theory of Hubbard
neglects the long-range interaction, which, in the Mott model, is responsible for the
sharpness of the transition.
The theory of Mott and Hubbard presented in the previous section imposes that there
is a critical carrier density for which the electrons in a band are able to screen the
11
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Coulomb attraction of the atom, leading to a delocalized distribution. There are several
key parameters of the system which can be controlled experimentally in order to alter
the carrier density. In the Hubbard Hamiltonian, Eq. (1.1), these are the electron
correlation strength, given by the ratio U
t
, and the band filling n.
Figure 1.5: The phase diagram of the
metal to insulator transition depending on
the parameters U
t
and n. Control of the
phase transition can be performed either
by changing the correlation strength U
t
(bandwidth control-MIT) or by changing
the number of free carriers in the band (fill-
ing control-MIT)
Figure 1.5 shows a schematic metal-
insulator phase diagram in terms of these
parameters. Excluding degeneracies, the
cases of n = 0 and n = 2, correspond-
ing to a completely empty or filled band,
stay for a band insulator. The n = 1
case is the one treated in detail by both
Mott and Hubbard, where the transition
is driven by changes of the electron cor-
relation strength. The idea of Mott is
that the carrier density decreases with in-
creasing ratio U/t, until it reaches the
critical carrier density where the long-
range Coulomb forces are not screened
anymore and electron-hole bound pairs
are formed. In addition, the coupling be-
tween electronic and lattice degrees of
freedom can discontinuously increase the
transfer amplitude t i j. Both mechanisms
cause a first-order transition, which is called bandwidth-control-MIT (BC-MIT). In this
process the Coulomb interaction U is kept almost unchanged, while the controlled pa-
rameter is the transfer interaction t i j, and therefore the bandwidth W . Experimentally,
the electron correlation strength can be controlled by modifications of lattice parame-
ters or chemical composition, without altering the original lattice structure. The two
possible methods are application of hydrostatic pressure or changing the chemical com-
12
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position with elements of the same valence. In the first case, the pressure shortens the
interatomic distance, thereby increasing the transfer interaction. The drawback of this
technique is that the structural changes induced by pressure are not so easy to de-
termine, particularly in the case of materials with anisotropic compressibility, which
significantly complicates quantitative understanding of the transition. In the second
case, the substitution of an anion with another one of the same valence can change the
orbital overlap, and consequently the bandwith, without affecting the band filling.
On the other hand, a system of 2N atoms having (2N + 1) electrons, i.e. non-integer
band filling (N+1
2
), is usually a metal. Therefore, an other possibility to control the MIT
transition is to alter the band filling starting from the parent Mott insulator (n = 1).
This kind of transition, called filling-control-MIT (FC-MIT), is not necessarily a first-
order transition [IFT98]. The standard method to control the filling is to substitute the
transition metal ion with another one of different valence, without distorting the lattice
structure. Starting from the parent Mott insulator one refers to hole doping if the band
filling is decreased and to electron doping if it is increased, irrespective of the nature
of the charge carriers. For example, band filling control has been successfully applied
to perovskite and related compounds, where the structure is relatively resistant to
chemical modification of the larger cation site and therefore a wide range of fillings can
be achieved. Similar effects can be obtained with altered stoichiometry of the original
composition of the parent compound. Usually oxygen nonstoichiometry is used, since
it allows to accurately vary the filling by means of post-annealing procedures under
oxidizing atmosphere.
The biggest disadvantage of both BC-MIT and FC-MIT, which imply that the chemi-
cal composition or the lattice structure of the compound are altered a priori, is the
irreversibility of the changes produced. Furthermore, the changes in the parameters




1.1.3 The photoinduced transition
The previous section (1.1.2) discusses how to induce a metal-to-insulator transition by
modifying the chemical composition or the structure of the compound. This implies an
irreversible change to the properties of the material and the impossibility of observe the
dynamics of the process. A powerful technique to study the transition without causing
any permanent changes to the material, is to employ short intense laser pulses. In
metals and semiconductors visible light interacts mostly with electrons, photo-exciting
them to states above the Fermi energy. The excitation energy is distributed among
other electrons by electron-electron scattering until a Fermi-Dirac distribution with
temperature Te is formed. Typical timescales of electron thermalisation are in the
range of 10 to 1000 fs, after which the system ends up in a state where the electrons
and the lattice have different temperatures, as described by the two-temperature-model
[AKP74]. The exceeding energy is transferred from the electrons to the lattice by
means of electron-phonon scattering and the resulting phonon distribution is a Bose-
Einstein distribution with temperature Tph. This energy transfer between the electron
and the phonon bath goes on until the two reservoirs have the same temperature,
typically within 0.1 to 10 ps. The two processes, electron-electron and electron-phonon
scattering, are not subsequent, but simultaneous and phonons are emitted even before
the electrons are thermalised. In addition, the electronic system can couple to other
degrees of freedom. For example the coupling to the spin bath can lead to magnetic
effects. Finally, also transport effects are present and can contribute to reduction the
system temperature, on a timescale of more than 1 ps.
In metals the electron-hole recombination at the Fermi level can occur via phonon
emission. This is not possible in insulators or semiconductors since most of the times
the band gap is larger than typical phonon energies. Consequently, recombination
in semiconductors occurs on much longer timescales, about 1ns. In the meantime




Due to the interaction with light a system can eventually end up in a macroscopic
excited domain that has new structural and electronic orders quite different from the
initial equilibrium phase. This process is called photoinduced phase transition (PIPT).
Different mechanisms can induce the PIPT:
Purely Electronic Interaction Intense photo-excitation induces a change in the elec-
tron distribution such that the critical amount of carriers in the valence band is
reached. Then, according to the Mott model, the band gap collapses and the
system becomes metallic. In this picture the transition occurs, in terms of the po-
tential, even before the electron and lattice temperature reach the equilibrium.
For example this scenario is the one observed for the photo-excitation of the
insulating phase of 1 T−TaS2 [PLL+08].
Electron-Phonon Interaction A lattice instability related to phonon softening can be
caused by the strong coupling of the electrons to few specific phonon modes
[VS83]. The distortion of the nuclear structure is often associated to a mod-
ulation of the charge density, referred to as charge density wave (CDW). The
electrons are periodically localized and therefore their dispersion gets flatter, cor-
responding to a reduced bandwidth. In this scenario the lattice vibration triggers
the MIT by enhancing the amplitude of the CDW and consequently reducing the
bandwidth. The coupling of lattice and electronic degrees of freedom seems to
be responsible, for example, for the transition from the commensurate-CDW to
the nearly commensurate-CDW of 1 T−TaS2 reported by [HBS+10]. Electronic
transition which are induced by a structural distortion are often referred to as
Peierls-like transitions.
Electron-Spin Interaction Rapid increase of temperature of the electronic system is
considered to be responsible for most of the demagnetisation processes in 3d
and 4 f ferromagnets as well as in binary alloys such as FeRh [RSP+10]. In this
mechanism the electronic temperature, which can reach some thousands of K,
overcomes the Curie temperature of the system within few hundreds of fs after
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laser excitation. The subsequent excitation of the magnetic system is therefore
purely thermically driven.
Coherent Phonons Generation As considered before, the lattice-driven transitions
are often due to selective coupling of the electronic system to very specific phonon
modes. In the coherent manipulation picture the transition is triggered by the di-
rect excitation of the phonon mode, leaving the electronic system in its ground
state. This kind of mechanism has been reported for the first time by Rini and
co-workers in a manganite [RTD+07]. They observe an ultrafast transition from
the stable insulating phase to a metastable metallic phase of a magnetoresistive
manganite via direct excitation of a phonon mode at 17THz It is still not clear
whether the specific excited mode is directly responsible for the transition or if
the redistribution of vibrational energy leads to the excitation of other modes
which may strongly influence the electron charge distribution.
Requisite for the occurrence of a PIPT is an excited state of the system, whose free en-
ergy takes a local minima separated from the global one by substantial energy barriers.
Let us consider the potential energy curves drawn in Figure 1.6. The low potential
curve has two local minima,
g and  f , separated by a potential barrier.  f  is
referred to as the high energy equilibrium phase and can be reached from
g via
thermal excitation. The potential curve of the excited states also shows two local
minima. The one being directly above the ground state will be referred to as the
intermediate state
i and can be reached via a Franck-Condon transition (black arrow)
from
g. The energy of i is higher than the one of the second local minima, which in
this scheme represents the long lived non-equilibrium state related to the photoinduced
phase and will be referred to as
p.
The relaxation of the system from
i to p, indicated by the green arrow, involves at
least one of the mechanisms described above. From the photoinduced state the system
finally relaxes to one of the equilibrium states. This final process occurs usually via




g and  f  are the low-energy
and high-energy equilibrium states, respec-
tively.
i is an intermediate excited state
and
p is the long lived non-equilibrium
state related to the PIPT
Referring to photoinduced phase transi-
tions, an important consideration has still
to be made. Often the macroscopic prop-
erties of the photoinduced phase, such
as color, lattice structure, magnetic prop-
erties, as well as the absorption and re-
flection spectra, are similar to the ones
of the high energy equilibrium phase.
Nevertheless it has been demonstrated
that the photo-induced phase is a differ-
ent macroscopic phase [TT01]. Further-
more, because of their nonequilibrium
nature, photoinduced phases can show
interactions which are normally hidden
in the equilibrium phases.
Therefore, it is important to remark that
the metallic state I refer to below is the photo-induced metallic phase and does not
necessarily coincide with the metallic phase which can be reached by heating the sam-
ple.
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1.2 Light as a perturbation source and a detection in-
strument
When light interacts with matter, the relevant material property coupling to the radia-
tion field is the polarization P, which is generally represented in the form
P= P(1)+ P(2)+ P(3)+ · · ·= P(1)+ PN L (1.2)
For weak electric fields, it can be considered as a linear function of the field magnitude.
However, in the case of intense fields, such as short laser pulses, higher orders must be
also considered. Processes related to PN L are referred to as nonlinear optics (cf. Sec.
1.2.6).
The interaction of a variable electromagnetic with matter greatly depends on frequency
and on the material considered. In a dielectric, the electric field moves the bound
charges, inducing a local electric dipole moment. The macroscopic density of induced
and permanent dipole moments is expressed in terms of the polarization P, whose di-
vergence is related to the density of charges in the material. The electric displacement
field in the material is therewith defined as
D≡ ε0E+ P ⇒ Di =
∑
j
εi j E j , (1.3)
where the dielectric permittivity εi j is a symmetrical tensor of rank two. In a metal the
presence of an electric field generates a current. The relation between the field and the
current depends on the properties of the conductor but can be supposed to be linear




σi j E j,
where σi j is a symmetrical tensor of rank two, the conductivity tensor.
At this point it is useful to define some quantities which will frequently occur in this
18
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work:
the relative permittivity εr D= ε0εrE (1.4a)
and the susceptibility χ P= ε0χE (1.4b)
which are related by εr = 1+χ (1.4c)
The following discussion will be restricted to isotropic materials, where ε and σ are
scalar functions, and is equally applicable to metals and dielectrics: at optical and
higher frequencies there is even no quantitative difference between the properties of
metals and dielectrics [LL60]. At these frequencies the setting up of electric polariza-
tion is much slower than the changes in the electromagnetic field and the value of D
depend generally on E(t) at every previous instant.
Assuming that any dependence on H can be neglected, the relation between the dis-
persion field D and the electric field E is given by
D(t) = E(t) +
∫
0
f (t)E(t −τ)dτ (1.5)
By expressing the field in terms of a series of single frequency components by Fourier
expansion, the relation (1.5) can be written as
D= ε(ω)E= ε0εrE (1.6)
where the dielectric permittivity ε(ω) completely describes the properties of the system
and its response to the external field. It is a complex quantity, depending on the
frequency and on the properties of the medium, and is defined as




A macroscopic interpretation of the imaginary part of ε(ω) can be given by applying
the Poynting theorem. The time-averaged absorbed power Π in a volume V of an







J · E= 1
2
ω
E02 Im[ε(x,ω)] + 12 E02 Re[σ(ω)] , (1.8)
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see App. C. This formula shows that absorption at a given frequency ω is determined
by the imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity ε(x,ω) and by the real part of the
conductivity σ(ω).
To calculate the dielectric permittivity theoretically and use it to determine the optical
properties of a material is generally very complicated. Therefore, models are usually
used to connect the microscopic properties of the material to the measurable quantities.
They need to reproduce the typical optical properties of the materials. In particular,
insulators and glasses show vibrational absorption at the infrared wavelengths and
electronic absorption in the ultraviolet region, while they are colourless and transpar-
ent in the visible region. Metals, on the other hand, are highly reflective in the infrared
and visible region, due to the presence of free carriers, while their typical color is due
to electronic interband absorption. The next sections present two basic models based
on the concept of the dipole oscillator. Three sorts of dipole oscillators can be distin-
guished in a solid: the ones due to bound electrons, the ones due to the vibration of
charged atoms and finally the ones due to free electrons.
1.2.1 Dielectric function of a harmonic oscillator: the Lorentz model
The Lorentz model considers the electrons in a solid to be bound to the atoms by an
elastic force. Their interaction with an monochromatic electromagnetic wave, E(t) =
E0 exp(−iωt), causes a displacement x from the equilibrium position governed by the
equation of motion of a damped harmonic oscillator with resonance frequency ω j and
damping rate γ j, where j labels the different atoms in the solid. The displacement of
each electron gives a time-varying dipole moment, p(t) = −ex . If n is the electron








ω2j −ω2− iγ jω

E , (1.9)
The following expression for the relative dielectric permittivity εr(ω) follows by apply-
ing Eq. (1.4b) and (1.4c):
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ω2j −ω2− iγ jω (1.10)
0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
Figure 1.7: Frequency dependence of the
real (top) and imaginary part (bottom) of
the complex dielectric constant at frequen-
cies close to resonance
Figure 1.7 shows the frequency depen-
dence of ε1 and ε2 at frequencies close to
the resonance. There is no significant ab-
sorption if the frequency is tuned far from
resonance, since ε2 peaks atω0 and has a
linewidth of about γ. Instead, the depen-
dence of ε1 shows that there can still be a
significant effect on the refractive index.
In a solid the individual atomic dipoles
respond to a local field which is not nec-
essarily the same as the external one.
Considering this local field correction the
dielectric constant assumes the form
εr = 1+
∑





j n jα j
(1.11)
where α j is the polarization of an atom of
type j.
1.2.2 Dielectric function of the free electrons: the Drude model
The electronic and atomic oscillators considered above are examples of bound oscilla-
tors. On the other hand, metals contain a large number of free electrons, which ex-
perience no restoring force when displaced. This section presents the so-called Drude
model, referring to the author of the free electron model of metals.If the resonance
frequency ω0 is set to zero, the harmonic oscillator equation is still a good starting
point.
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By setting ω0 = 0 in Eq. (1.10), an expression for the relative permittivity in the Drude
model is directly obtained:
















Otherwise, one could set ω0 = 0 in the equation of motion (See App. C), which leads











Equation (1.15) gives the expression of the dielectric function for metals, where the
imaginary part is related to the conductivity.
The Drude model considers the electrons in the metal to be free and to accelerate
in presence of an electric field, undergoing collisions within the characteristic scat-
tering time τ, usually on the order of 10−14 s. Usual electron densities in metals are
n=1028. . . 1029 m−3, which are responsible for the high thermal and electrical conduc-




For frequencies ω < ωp, εr(w) is negative and therefore the complex refractive index
n˜ = pεr is purely imaginary. It becomes real and positive for ω > ωp, going through
zero exactly at the plasma frequency. The reflectivity can be calculated from n˜ as R = n˜−1
n˜+1
2. The frequency dependence of the reflectivity shows that R = 1 for ω ≤ωp and
then decreases sharply, as indicated by the dotted line
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Figure 1.8: Frequency dependence of the
reflectivity of a Aluminium calculated with
the Drude model (dotted line ), including
the damping (dashed line) and the experi-
mental data taken from [EPS63].
in figure 1.8. Therefore, according to
the Drude model, metals are expected
to be perfect reflectors for frequencies
lower than the plasma frequency and
start transmitting at higher frequency,
becoming eventually transparent if one
goes far enough in the ultraviolet region.
Indeed, metals are very good reflectors in
the visible range, but their reflectivity is
less than 100%. The solid line in Figure
1.8 shows the experimental reflectivity of
Aluminium measured in [EPS63] and the
dashed line shows the effects of damp-
ing1 to the predictions of the Drude model. It is evident that including the damping
is not sufficient to reproduce the experimental data, which is not only lower than pre-
dicted, but also shows a dip at around 1.5eV. To explain this features is necessary
to go beyond a classical description of the solid and consider the effects of interband
electronic transitions on the dielectrical function.
1.2.3 Quantum mechanical description
Quantum mechanical interpretation of the permittivity relates the absorption of light
to the transition of electrons to a higher energy state. One can distinguis two kinds of
optical transitions: direct (DOT) and indirect (IOT). DOT involves only the interaction
between the electrons and the electric field. Therefore, due to the small momentum
of the photon, the electron wavevector remains nearly unchanged, and the photon
absorption in a DOT corresponds to a vertical transition in the band structure. Con-
1The damping τ = 8.0× 10−15 s has been calculated from Eq. (1.14) at ω = 0 with a conductivity
at room temperature σ = 4.1× 107Ω−1 m−1 and an electron density of n= 1.81× 1029 m−3
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cerning DOTs a further distinction can be made between the interband and intraband
transitions. The former are resonant transtions which can occur only if the energy of
the phonon corresponds to the energy difference between the two bands. The latter,
instead, are non resonant transitions within the same band and affect only the real part
of the dielectric function, with a typical ω−2 dependence. IOT takes into account the
interaction with lattice imperfections and phonons, which lead to changes in the elec-
tronic wavevector, and thereby correspond to a resonant nonvertical transition in the
band structure. They only contribute to the imaginary part of the dielectric function.
Optical transitions help to explain the features of the reflectivity spectrum of alu-
minium shown in figure 1.8. The lower reflectivity of Al compared to the predictions
of the Drude model is due to electronic transitions between bands below and above
EF. Furthermore, the band structure of aluminium presents parallel occupied and un-
occupied states at both the W and K points of the Brillouin zone, separated by a gap of
approximately 1.5 eV [Seg61]. According to Fermi’s golden rule the absorption rate is
proportional to the density of states for the involved states. If two bands are parallel,
transitions between them can occur for many different k states and the density of states
at the energy difference between the two states will be high, resulting in a very high
absorption at a given energy. This explains, for instance, the dip in the reflectivity of
aluminium at 1.5 eV.
1.2.4 Transient reflectivity
Light can act not only as a perturbation source to drive the system in the desired
state, but also as an instrument to detect the system response to the sudden change.
Within the innumerable spectroscopy techniques existing nowadays, a special branch
is represented by the time-resolved techniques. The majority of them are so-called
pump-probe techniques: a first “pump” pulse perturbs the system, leading to a change
in its optical properties. The pump-induced changes can be observed by irradiating the
sample with a second “probe” pulse and measuring the response. Controlling the time
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Figure 1.9: Example of a transient reflectivity trace. A sudden change in the intensity of the
signal is observed for ∆t = 0 as well as the subsequent exponential decay. This changes reflect
the dynamics of excitation and relaxation of hot carriers.
delay ∆t between the pump and the probe pulses allows to resolve the dynamics of
the system in the time domain. The time resolution of the experiment is determined
by the duration of the pulse. Usually, the probe pulse is chosen to be weaker than the
pump pulse, in order to avoid further significant changes of the measured quantities.
Transient reflectivity is an example of a pump-probe technique. Figure 1.9 shows a
transient reflectivity measurement of VO2. A first sudden change, due to the excitation
of electrons, is observed at t = 0 and is followed by a long-lasting exponential decay
due to the relaxation of the electronic system through energy exchange with the lattice.
At negative delays the probe reaches the sample before the pump and no pump-induced
signal is detected. At t = 0 pump and probe arrive simultaneously and the measured
signal is due to the instantaneous effects of the excitation, which in this case corre-
spond to a decrease of the reflectivity due to electronic transition. At positive delays
the system can start to relax during the time interval separating pump and probe and
the latter measures the reflectivity associated to the state of the system at t =∆t. It is
important to note that every data point corresponds to many different pairs of pump
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and probe pulses, as schematized by the red (pump) and blue (probe) wave packets
in the figure. Usually the system recovers within the interval between two pulse pairs
and the changes induced and measured by each of them are independent of the effects
induced by the previous light pair.
Many different features can be expected, depending on the properties of the studied
material and the frequency of light used in the experiment. The processes described
in Sec. 1.1.3 are associated with different contributions to εr (Sec. 1.2.1–1.2.3) and
its pump induced changes. The relative ratio between the free carrier excitation and
light absorption due to resonant processes determines the intensity and the sign of the
transient reflectivity signal. Furthermore, if the material is excited with a pulse shorter
than the period of lattice vibrations, large amplitude oscillations can be observed in
the time dependent trace. These indicate that a large number of lattice vibrations are
excited coherently (Sec. 3.1.2).
1.2.5 Coherent Phonons:
probing coupling mechanisms in the time domain
Laser pulses whose duration is shorter than the period of a lattice vibration allow to
excite this vibration with a high degree of spatial and temporal coherence. The pres-
ence of such a strong excited mode induces a modulation of the dielectric tensor, which
can lead to the superposition of large amplitude oscillations on the time dependent re-
flectivity signal. Historically, two kinds of mechanisms have been considered for the
generation of coherent phonons: the impulsive stimulated raman scattering (ISRS) and
the displacive excitation of coherent phonons (DECP). The two processes are schemati-
cally illustrated in figure 1.10.
In ISRS the excitation is produced via inelastic Raman scattering and the ions oscillate
in the ground state around the equilibrium coordinate Q0 (Panel (a)). The driving
force depends on the Raman tensor and on the two components of the field involved
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Figure 1.10: Comparison between the coherent phonon excitation mechanisms. (a) Impul-
sive Stimulated Raman Scattering (b) Displacive Excitation of Coherent Phonons. The springs
schematize the driving forces. The mechanisms are described in terms of potential energy sur-
faces: in ISPS the excitation occurs in the ground state, while in DECP the laser is promotes
the system to an excited state (Fig. adapted from [Rad06]).
in the Raman process. In the case of a short pulse it is an impulsive force and the initial
phase of the motion is sine-like.
The electronic population excited upon light absorption is, instead, at the origin of
DECP (Panel (b)). Indeed the electronic system modifies the electron-ion potential
instantaneously (on the timescale of the pulse duration) , thereby exerting a force on
the lattice. Thus, the system evolves to a new potential curve, where the minimum
Q∗ is displaced with respect to the original coordinate. This sets oscillations of the
ions around the new coordinate. The change in the potential occurs step wise and the
oscillations begin at the maximum, in a cosine-like motion.
In 2002, Stevens et al. described both theories in a more general theoretical framework
that includes an excitation term based on two Raman tensors having similar real com-
ponents but different imaginary parts [SKM02]. The real part is related to the ISRS
mechanism while the imaginary part is associated with the displacive mechanism.
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1.2.6 Nonlinear optical processes
If the field strength in the medium is of the same order of magnitude as the local field,
the nonlinear therms in equation (1.2) have to be taken into account. The n-th order








(n)(r− r1, . . . , r− rn, t − t1, . . . , t − tn)·
E(r1, t1) . . .E(rn, tn)dr1 . . . drn
(1.16)
where the susceptibility χ (n) is a tensor of rank n which depends on the symmetry of
the medium.
If the electric field contains two different frequency components, E(t) = E1e−iω1 t +
E2e
−iω2 t , the second order term becomes2
P(2)(t) = ε0χ
(2)2E∗1 E1+ 2E∗2 E2+ (OR)
+ E21 e









−i(ω1−ω2)t + c.c.+ (DFG)
(1.17)
Thus, the nonlinear order of the polarization accounts for the generation of field com-
ponents whose frequency is given by the doubled fundamental frequencies (Second
Harmonic generation – SHG), their sum (Sum Frequency generation – SFG) or their
difference (Difference frequency generation – (DFG)).
At each position of the crystal, the oscillating second order polarization radiates at




light emission is obtained only if the phase of all this microscopic waves are matched.
This is equivalent to the momentum conservation k(ω3) = k(ω1) + k(ω2).
Energy conservation is at the origin of another nonlinear effect, the optical parametric
amplification. Indeed, in the DFG process, for every phonon created with frequency
2The second order susceptibility χ(2)i jk has been simplified with the correspondent scalar form
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ω3 = ω1 − ω2, a phonon at the higher frequency ω1 must be annihilated and the
one at lower frequency ω2 must be created. The optical parametric amplification is
the process used in the Optical Parametric Amplifier (OPA) and in the Non-collinear
Optical Parametric Amplifier (NOPA).
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1.3 Vanadium Dioxide: a controversial material
Vanadium dioxide belongs to the broad family of vanadium oxides. Many of them un-
dergo a temperature-driven metal-to-insulator transition, which is accompanied by a
drastic change of the physical properties, such as conductivity or reflectivity [NH08].
In the case of VO2, the transition is first order and occurs at 340 K. It was first discov-
ered in 1959 by Morin, who observed a sudden drop of conductivity by approximately
4 orders of magnitude, associated to a 2 K wide hysteresis [Mor59]. Besides the change
of conductivity, VO2 exhibits a discontinuity in the optical transmittivity and reflectivity
[VBB68], and the third harmonic optical signal decreases by a factor of 30 [PYS02].
Similar changes are observed in the magnetic susceptibility, thermal expansion coef-
ficients and Seebeck coefficients [Gat07]. At the same time, VO2 changes its lattice
structure from a high-temperature rutile phase to a low-temperature monoclinic one.
Since the work of Morin [Mor59], the nature of the MIT transition in VO2 has been
subject of debate. The critical phenomena observed are due to a subtle interplay be-
tween the structural and the electronic contributions, and it is still not clear which one
is mainly responsible for driving the transition. The transformation of the unit cell
at T = Tc could easily lead to a description of the transition in terms of a Peierls-like
distortion [Goo71]. On the other hand, it is a common feature of the transition metal
oxides to have very narrow 3d bands. The consequent strong correlation effects can
give rise to a Mott-Hubbard type of modelling [ZM75].
The issue is whether the structural transition is responsible for the opening of the gap
or whether it is due to the electronic correlations alone. In the latter case the structural
transition would follow. Section 1.3.1 presents the two components of the transition,
describing the structural and electronic properties of vanadium dioxide, while section
1.3.2 reviews the most important points of the debate.
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1.3.1 Structural, electronic, and optical properties of VO2
In the high temperature phase, vanadium dioxide has a tetragonal rutile (R) structure
of the P42/mnm space group, with all the vanadium atoms located at the centers of
an oxygen octahedron (Fig. 1.11(a)). The rutile phase is characterized by two sets
of identical V−V chains along the cr axis. All V−V distances are 2.85 Å. Upon the
(a) The high temperature,
rutile structure of VO2. The
V4+ ions are at the center of an
O ochtaedron.
(b) The low temperature,
monoclinic structure of VO2.
The tilting and pairing of the V
atoms is indicated.
Figure 1.11: The lattice structures of VO2.
transition the unit cell doubles in size and assumes a monoclinic (M1) structure of
lower symmetry, belonging to the P21/c space group. The V
4+ ions pair and tilt, as
shown in figure 1.11(b), and the alternate distance between them is 2.61 and 3.16 Å.
The oxygen atoms, on the contrary, stay almost at their original position.
The symmetry reduction results in an increase of the number of Raman active modes,
from 4 in the R phase to 18 in the M1. According to the group theoretical analysis,
the high temperature modes have A1g, B1g, B2g and Eg symmetries, while in the low
temperature phase there are nine Ag and nine Bg modes. Table 1.1 lists the mea-
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sured frequencies and the symmetries of the Raman-active modes, as reported in Ref.
[Sch02]. The two Ag modes of the M1 phase at 5.97 and 6.75 THz are crucial to the
metal-to-insulator transition since they are associated with the stretching and tilting of
the vanadium atoms.
The first modelling of the electronic structure in vanadium dioxide has been formu-
lated by Goodenough within the molecular orbital approximation, where the electronic
wavefunctions of the solid are represented by linear combinations of atomic orbitals
[Goo71]. In the case of VO2, the involved orbitals are the 3d of the V
4+ ion and the 2p
of the O 2 – ion. The physical properties of VO2 are determined mainly by the vanadium
orbitals, whose energy is around E f , while the oxygen orbitals are lower in energy and
contribute mainly to the bonding bands.
Figure 1.12: Schematic of the band structure of VO2 in the molecular orbital picture of Ref.
[Goo71]. In the rutile phase (R) the d‖ and pi∗ overlap at EF and the material is metallic. In the
monoclinic (M1) phase the band gap originates from the splitting of the d‖ band into bonding
and antibonding states and the lifting of pi∗.
In the rutile structure the octahedral field generated by the six O surrounding the V
atom splits the degeneracy of the 3d states of V into the threefold degenerate t2g and
the twofold degenerate eσg orbitals. The t2g state originating from the vanadium dx2−y2
orbital, which points along the cr axis, forms the d‖ band, cf. Fig. 1.12. Due to the
high anisotropy of the state the band is very narrow. The other orbitals (dxz and dyz),
forming the pi∗ band, are stronger hybridized with the oxygen 2p orbitals and the band
is wider. Both d‖ and pi∗ bands are partially occupied and thus the R phase is metallic.








































































































































































































































1.3 Vanadium Dioxide: a controversial material
3d and 2p orbitals. The effects on the band structure are shown on the right-hand-side
of figure 1.12. The d‖ band is splitted into the bonding (d‖) and antibonding (d∗‖) states
and the pi∗ band is shifted above the Fermi level.
This scheme of the band structure was confirmed by the photoemission experiments
of Koethe et al. [KHH+06]. They measured a very broad O 2p structure between
2 and 10 eV below EF , which is very similar in both phases. On the other hand,
the V 3d sates feature peaks at 0.9 eV below EF for the M1 and at the Fermi en-
ergy for the R phase. The photoemission spectra of the R phase also show a satellite

















Figure 1.13: The reflectivity spectra of
VO2, from [VBB68].The red line indicates
the energy we use in our experiments
(800nm), where the reflectivity is higher
in the M1 phase than in
the R phase
attributed to a plasmon resonance [BSB81].
X-ray absorption demonstrates that the
pi∗ band dominates the low part of the
conduction band and its leading edge is
shifted by 0.2eV across the transition.
Therefore the band gap was estimated to
be around 0.6 eV [KHH+06].
Finally, Fig. 1.13 shows the reflectivity
spectra of VO2 in the energy range be-
tween 0.2 and 5eV (' 200–4000nm)
from Ref. [VBB68]. The black curve was
measured in the monocilinic phase and
the blue one in the rutile phase. For
most of the frequencies, the reflectivity
decreases across the metal to insulator
transition. In particular, the larger deviation occurs around 1.5eV, indicated by the
red line. This correspond to the energy we perform our experiments at and, therefore,
we expect to observe a decrease of the signal.
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1.3.2 The nature of the transition: Peierls or Mott-Hubbard?
Many different models have attempted to identify the trigger of the metal-to-insulator
transition of vanadium dioxide. Most of them descend either from a Peierls-like or a
Mott-Hubbard-like description. In the former, the electronic transition is due to the
structural deformation, while in the latter strong electronic correlations are at the
origin, and those are not necessarily followed by a structural transition. The Peierls
picture is at the basis of the model proposed by Goodenough, where the opening of
the band gap completely descends from the pairing and tilting of the vanadium atoms
[Goo71]. In particular, the tilting favours the hybridization of the dxz and dyz orbitals
with the O 2p orbitals, shifting the pi∗ band to higher energies. The splitting of the
d‖ band, and thus the opening of the gap, is a direct consequence of the formation of
homopolar cation-cation bonds, due to V4+ pairing. Zylbersztejn and Mott, even recog-
nising the importance of the tilting in lifting the pi∗ band, stated that no quantitative
description is possible without taking into account the Hubbard U term [ZM75]. The
up-shifting of the pi∗ band reduces the screening of the Coulomb repulsion between the
strongly correlated electrons in the d‖ band, which is then liable for a Mott-Hubbard
transition.
Yet, no single model, neither Peierls nor Mott-Hubbard, is able to provide a global and
coherent explanation for the transition. As Gatti explained in detail in his PhD thesis,
also first-principle calculations often fail to do so [Gat07]. Local-density approximation
(LDA) is able to correctly reproduce the ground state properties, but systematically un-
derestimates or even closes the band gap, while LDA+U reproduces the experimental
gap but at cost of an insulating R phase. At the same time, the Hartree-Fock calcula-
tions do not account for correlations and lead to a huge band gap (7.6eV). In a recent
first-principle calculation, Gatti et al. were able to reproduce the main features of the
photoemission spectra of [KHH+06]. They interpret them in terms of a quasiparticle
picture with a completely static description of the correlation and indicate the orbital
switching of the V 3d states as the main responsible for the transition from the isotropic
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metal to the more one-dimensional insulator [GBOR07].
In order to get more insight in the nature of the metal-to-insulator transition of VO2, it
is necessary to address the two components separately. This was made possible by the
discovery of the photoinduced phase transition [RB71], since it opens the possibility
of using time-resolved techniques to probe the different sub-system. Furthermore,
these techniques allow to observe the dynamics of the process at early times, helping
to clarify which degree of freedom of the system is responsible to trigger the MIT. A
review of some of the previous time-resolved experiments performed on this compound
is given in section 1.3.3.
1.3.3 The photoinduced phase transition
The possibility of triggering the transition by photoexcitation in the insulating phase
of vanadium dioxide has been demonstrated by time-resolved optical experiments
[BBW+96] and confirmed by X-ray defraction experiments [CTS+01]. In the latter,
Cavalleri et al. show that both electronic and atomic-structural changes occur on a
subpicosecond timescale and determine a fluence threshold of 7mJ cm−2 for the tran-
sition. In a later experiment they claim the existence of a limiting timescale of 75 fs
which they attribute to coherently initiated structural motion [CDC+04]. Thus, they
affirm that the structural distortion is necessary for the formation of the metallic phase,
even when the correlated d‖ band is highly depleted.
In a coherent phonon analysis on a 100nm thin film, Kim and co-workers suggest
that the metal-to-insulator transition and the structural phase transition do not oc-
cur simultaneously [KLK+06]. They define an intermediate non-equilibrium state, the
monoclinic and correlated metal (MCM), which is generated by photoassisted hole ex-
citation of the low temperature phase. The structural phase transition to the R phase
is due to subsequent thermal heating.
Kübler et al. were the first to perform a multi-THz measurement of VO2 [KEH
+07].
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They observe a coherent modulation of the lattice polarizability at 6 THz, which is
related to the motion of the V−V dimers. On the other hand, the electronic conductivity
shows different behaviour below and above the fluence threshold, Φc =4.6 mJcm−2. In
particular, above Φc, the conductivity settles to the characteristic value of the metallic
phase after a single V−V oscillation cycle, even if the lattice is still far from equilibrium.
They regard this decoupling of the electronic conductivity from the lattice motion as a
direct consequence of the loss of electronic correlations due to the presence of a critical
density of photoexcited lattice sites.
A time-resolved Bragg diffraction performed by Baum et al. shows two different timescales
for the decrease in intensity of the Bragg spots [Bau07]. The intensity of the spots re-
lated to the motion along the V−V bond decreases on a fs timescale, while all other
spots have a longer decay time ('10ps). This suggests that the breaking of the V−V
bond along the bond direction precedes the tilting of the vanadium atoms to the new
positions in the rutile structure. Photoexcitation primarly involves electrons coming
from the d‖-band, which are brought into an antibonding state. This causes a repulsive
force on the atoms, which separate in the direction of the bond, while the transforma-
tion of the unit cell occurs on a longer timescale.
All the experiments seem to agree that the metal-to-insulator transition and the struc-
tural distortion do not occur simultaneously, however they still disagree in determining
the responsible for the transition. The controversy on the nature of the transition seems




Chapter 1 concerned with the theoretical background of the thesis. Nevertheless, this is an exper-
imental work and the setup plays an important role as well. In section 1.2 light was described as
a powerful tool for perturbing and probing a material. However, not every light source is suitable
for both photo-excitation and ultrafast detection. The former requires light to be intense enough
to move the system away from the equilibrium, while for the latter the exposition time needs to be
shorter than the detected event itself. These conditions are fulfilled by femtosecond pulsed lasers
and section 2.1 describes the laser system used in our lab. Besides transient reflectivity experiments
we performed a more sophisticated pump-pump-probe experiment. The setups for both experiments
are described in section 2.2, together with the detection method. Finally, an experiment requires
a well defined environment. Since working with oxides an ultra high vacuum environment is not
necessary, the only need was to control the temperature of the system. Therefore an optical cryostat
has been used, which is described in section 2.4.
2.1 The laser system
An ultrafast time resolved experiment is the spectroscopy counterpart of the photogra-
phy of a moving object. In both cases the exposition time has to be shorter than the
dynamics to allow for a good resolution. Resolving dynamics that occur on the fem-
tosecond timescale is made possible by using ultrashort (< 40 fs) laser pulses. More-
over, the focus of this experiment is the coherent excitation of phonon modes, which
requires the light pulse to be shorter than the vibrational period of the lattice. Finally,
the direct consequence of the pulse duration is that their peak power is extremely
high. This makes pulsed lasers the ideal choice for an experiment that requires strong
photo-excitation and high time resolution.
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The laser system used in our lab is a commercial setup from the company Coherent,
based on a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire oscillator (Micra) and a regenerative amplifier
(RegA). The generation of femtosecond laser pulses in the oscillator is explained in
section 2.1.1 and their regenerative amplification in section 2.1.2.
The experiments presented in this thesis were performed using only the output light
from the RegA. However, during my time in the lab I have contributed to the set up
of other light sources, that use the RegA output at 800nm to generate pulses in other
spectral ranges. They are briefly introduced in section 2.1.3. The output of the re-
generative amplifier has enough power to drive more than one source simultaneously,
allowing different experiments to be performed at the same time. Appendix B presents
the design and realization of a continuously variable switchbox, the project I was in-
volved in along with the vanadium dioxide experiments. It allows to tune the power
sent to different sources without having to use beam splitters of fixed reflectivity and
transmission values.
2.1.1 Generation of ultrashort laser pulses:
the mode-locked Ti:Sapphire oscillator
A laser consists of three components: an energy source, a gain medium and a cavity,
which is confined by a high and a partial reflector.
The gain medium is the heart of a laser. Usually light passing through a material is
rather absorbed than amplified, although both phenomena are two different aspects
of the same atomic process, differing only on the initial status of the atom. If one
atom is in an excited state, it can recover its ground state either by spontaneous or by
stimulated light emission. In the stimulated emission, the emitted photon will have the
same phase, frequency, polarization, and direction as the one of the stimulating beam,
which is thereby amplified. The gain medium in the Micra is a Sapphire (Al2O3) crystal
doped with Titanium (Ti) atoms. Its absorption ranges from 400 to 600 nm, while its
emission spectrum goes from 680 to 1100 nm and has a maximum at 790 nm. Lasing
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is possible only if a sufficient number of atoms is in an excited state, i.e. if a sufficient
population inversion between the low and the high energy state is reached. Therefore,
energy must be transferred to the system in order to raise the atoms to their excited
state. This process, which is referred to as pumping, is possible in Ti:Sapphire only
by absorption of the intense light of another laser source. In the Micra design light at
532 nm is used, generated by the second harmonic of a diode pumped solid state laser
(Nd:YVO4, Coherent Verdi).
Usually, a laser emits continuously and can operate at all wavelengths satisfying the
condition λ = n
2
d, where d is the length of the cavity. These wavelengths are called
the longitudinal modes of the cavity. When several modes are lasing simultaneously
they can constructively interfere and lead to the formation of an intense peak. If the
phase relation between the modes is non-randomly adjusted and kept constant, the
intensity of the peak will increase and lead to the emission of a short pulse. This
process is referred to as mode-locking and is reached in Ti:Sapphire in a passive way,
by exploiting the electro-optical Kerr-effect. It occurs when the refractive index of the
medium is dependent on the intensity,
n(r, t) = n0+ n1I(r, t)
Since the beam intensity is not spatially uniform, being higher in the center, the refrac-
tion index will have a spatial distribution and a gradient index lens is formed. Thus the
more intense part of the beam is focused stronger and the process is self-sustaining.
Furthermore, high intensities are required for the Kerr-lens to be formed and this can
only happen upon interaction with a mode-locked pulse. The mechanism is therefore a
way of narrowing the beam only for the pulses, allowing a better transmission through
an aperture and the separation from the continuous wave (CW) beam. Once the high
intensities needed to activate the optical Kerr-effect are reached another nonlinear pro-
cess is induced, this time by the temporal intensity variations. This process is called
self phase modulation (SPM) and contributes to widen the frequency spectrum of the
pulse. Indeed, a larger bandwidth is needed to achieve short pulses, since the temporal
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duration of the pulse is related to its bandwidth. For example, in case of a gaussian
shaped pulse, ∆t∆ν = 1
pi
2 ln2.
Both optical components of the cavity and SPM generate a positive chirp in the pulse,
i.e. the red edge travels faster than the blue one, resulting in the temporal broadening.
This dispersion is compensated by a prism compressor in the resonator. Descriptively,
a prism compressor is made of two dispersive prisms in a special configuration, where
the red edge travels along a longer optical path than the blue one. This generates a
negative chirp in the pulse which compensates the positive one caused by the optical
components. Details of the working principle of this compression technique are given
in [FMG84, GFM84].
For every loop in the cavity, a part of the light is coupled out of the resonator through
the partial reflector. The repetition rate of the oscillator is therefore related to the
length of the cavity d by 1/τ = c/2d. Typically, the repetition rate of the Micra is set
to 80 MHz but values between 76 MHz and 82 MHz are possible. The output power is
specified to be >300 mW [Coh07].
2.1.2 Amplification of laser pulses: the regenerative amplifier
The power of the pulses generated by the Micra is not sufficient for the experiments we
perform and also not enough to produce the nonlinear optical exploited in the other
light sources available in the lab. To amplify the pulses we use a commercial device,
the RegA, also from Coherent [Coh97]. As in the oscillator the active medium in the
cavity is Ti:Al2O3 and is pumped by the CW output of the Verdi at 532 nm.
A high speed acousto-optic modulator made of Tellerium Dioxide (TeO2), the cavity
dumper, is used to couple in and out the pulses coming from the oscillator, with a tun-
able repetition rate. They are amplified for about 27 round trips in the resonator, after
which the population inversion in the Ti:Sapphire is completely depleted. To regen-
erate the high population inversion needed for amplification, spontaneous emission
needs to be avoided. For this purpose a quality switch (Q-switch) – another acousto-
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optic modulator – degrades the quality of the cavity during around 3–7µs. When the
population inversion is completely regenerated, the quality of the resonator is restored
and a new pulse is coupled in.
The chirped pulse amplification technique is used to avoid changes in the pulse profile
via non-linear effects or the damage of the active medium, both caused by the high
peak energies generated. The ultrashort pulse is stretched before being coupled into
the RegA by going through a specific arrangement of dispersing gratings. There, the
pulse is positively chirped and stretched in time up to 50 to 100 ps and its intensity be-
comes sufficiently low to make safe amplification possible. Positive GVD is also caused
to the pulse in the Q-switch during each round-trip of the amplification. An analo-
gous set of gratings is used after amplification to remove the chirp and re-compress the
pulse.
During the transient reflectivity measurements presented in section 3.1, the repetition
rate of the RegA has been set to either 300 or 150 kHz. At this repetition rate the
pulse energy reaches values of 6.6 or 13.3µJ and after compression the pulses have a
duration of around 40 fs.
2.1.3 Other light sources available in the lab
Sometimes it is necessary to investigate the dynamics of a material at a resonance, in
which case a tunable laser source comes in handy. Even if they were not used directly
in the measurements described in this work, I have contributed to the installation and
alignment of the remaining beam paths completing figure 2.1 and they are briefly
described in this section.
The output power of the RegA, of about 2W, suffices to drive 3 different sources at the
same time. Until setting up of the switchbox described in appendix B will be ready, the
RegA output is divided by means of beam splitters of fixed values and mirrors mounted
on flip-mounts, which allow to choose between the different sources.
The lab disposes of an Optical Parametric Amplifier (OPA) and a Nonlinear Optical
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Figure 2.1: The used laser system.
Parametric Amplifier (NOPA). In both systems a white-light continuum is generated by
approximately 30% of the incoming light in a sapphire or YAG crystal, and constitutes
the signal beam. The rest of the 800 nm beam is doubled in frequency in a beta-barium-
borate (BBO) crystal and is used as pump beam for the optical parametric amplification
of the signal (Sec. 1.2.6) in a second BBO crystal. The difference between OPA and
NOPA is given by the configuration in which the signal and the pump beam reach the
final BBO for the amplification, being collinear in the first and non collinear in the
second. The non collinearity favours phase matching between the involved photons,
and permits amplification over a wider range of frequencies, without tuning the BBO
angle. The function of OPA and NOPA is explained in detail in [Weg09]. The output of
both parametric amplifiers is in the visible range, from 480 nm to 700nm. The pulses
of the OPA are 60 fs long, while in the second one pulses shorter than 10 fs can be
obtained. The output of the OPA is further doubled by a BBO crystal to obtain light in
the UV-range (240–350 nm).
At the moment, we also dispose of the second harmonic of the RegA output (400 nm)
and the generation of higher harmonics (at 260 and 200 nm) is planned. The remain-
ing light is used in the fundamental, 800 nm beam. For the presented experiments
the available beam power was of about 1W, corresponding to 3.3µJ per pulse at a
repetition rate of 300 kHz and to 6.6µJ at 150 kHz.
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2.2 The generation and detection of the signal
To perform time-resolved reflectivity measurements at least two laser beams are re-
quired: one to perturb and one to probe the system. The first one is more intense and
is called the pump beam while the second is the probe. Two different configurations of





Figure 2.2: The used beam configurations
Configuration (a) provides one pump and one probe beam. The 800 nm RegA output
is compressed at the grating compressor and then tubed and sent to the experiment.
It is split by a 75%–25 % beam splitter. The reflected beam, having 75% of the total
intensity, forms the pump beam. It passes through a neutral density (ND) filter, that
allows to control the intensity, and is then focused onto the sample with a 300mm lens.
The angle of incidence is about 45°. The 25 % fraction constitutes the probe beam. It
is first sent to a retroreflector mounted on a linear motorized translation stage, whose
purpose is the control of the delay between pump and probe pulse. By moving the
stage by a distance x the optical path of the beam changes by 2x and the pulse is
delayed by τ= 2x/c, where c is the speed of light. A distance x = 1.5µm corresponds
to a relative delay between the pulses of 10 fs.
Configuration (b) adds a Mach-Zehnder interferometer to the pump beam. It is used to
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generate two different pump pulses with a fixed phase relationship. A first 50%–50 %
beam splitter creates the two pump pulses. One is sent to two mirrors in a configuration
similar to a retroreflector and back to a second 50%–50 % beam splitter. The second
one is sent to the retroreflector mounted on a motorized linear stage and then recom-
bined with the first on the second beam splitter. By analogy with the probe beam of the
simple pump-probe configuration, the stage is used to control the delay between the
two pump pulses. Thereby pump-pump-probe experiments can be performed, where
the second pump is used to perturb the system after it is already in its excited state.
When the two pulses are overlapped in time, the total intensity of the normal pump
beam is restored.
In both configurations the polarization of the probe pulse is changed from p- to
s-polarized whith a λ/2 plate, before being focused onto the sample with a 300mm
lens. To have different beam polarizations, allows an improved and simplified detec-
tion, whose scheme is presented in figure 2.3. The reflected beams are collected with
a mirror and then focused by a lens on a photodiode. A Glan-Thompson prism is put
between the lens and the detector. It is aligned to allow only the transmission of the
s-polarized light and thereby completely remove any scattered light of the pump beam
from the measured signal.
Figure 2.3: Scheme of the beam
paths for detection. See the text
for a detailed description.
The signal from the photodiode is measured by a lock-in amplifier and therefore has
to be modulated before reaching the sample. The modulation is achieved with help
of a rotating optical chopper. The blade of the chopper has two concentric series of
apertures, allowing to chop the pump and the probe beam at different frequencies. The
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lock-in amplifier is set at the difference frequency between the two. In this way only
the pump induced signal is detected and the signal to noise ratio is further improved
than in the case where only the probe beam is chopped.
2.3 Spatial and Spectral characterization of the pulse
An ideal monochromatic light pulse is described by multiplying a plane wave with a
bell-shaped function. Usually, two different envelopes are used to describe intensities
of real pulses: the gaussian and the secans hyperbolicus squared functions
E(t) = E0e





The Fourier transform shows that, unlike the plane wave, such a wave-packet consists
of more frequencies centred on a maximum. The width of the spectrum is given by the
Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM). Spectral and temporal FWHM are related by the
universal inequality ∆t∆ω ≥ 1
2
, where the equality can be reached only for Gaussian
time and spectral envelopes. For all other envelopes a similar equality can be written
but with a larger proportionality constant depending on the shape of the pulse. When
the equality holds, the pulse is called transform limited and has the shortest possible
duration for the given bandwidth [Boy08].
To characterize the spectral shape of the RegA, the spectrum was measured and is
shown in Fig. 2.4. The spectrum was fitted with both the Gaussian and the sech2
function and the obtained spectral FWHM of the RegA pulse, calculated limit duration,
and the proportionality constant k =∆t∆ω are reported in table 2.1.
The pulse has been measured with a GRENOUILLE1 and the retrieved pulse calculated
from the algorithm is shown in figure 2.5. The GRENOUILLE is a simplified version
1GRENOUILLE ("frog", french) stays for GRating-Eliminated No-nonsense Observation of Ultrafast
Incident Laser Light E-fields.
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Figure 2.4: The spectrum of the RegA after the compressor and the fit with gauss function and
secans hyperbolicus squared
central wavelength [nm] FWHM [nm] ∆ω[THz] ∆t [fs] k
Gaussian 797.17 30.13 89.00 31.03 2.77
sech2 796.99 28.48 84.50 23.42 1.98
Table 2.1: Spectral and temporal FWHM from the spectrum shown in figure 2.5. The temporal FWHM
has been calculated from the proportionality constant k
of a FROG2, an autocorrelator-like measurement in which the autocorrelation signal
is spectrally resolved. Thus, instead of measuring the autocorrelator signal energy
vs. delay, FROG involves measuring the signal spectrum vs. delay [Tre00]. The 2D
panel shows the spectral and temporal distribution of the pulse. In the upper panel
the calculated distribution of the electric field intensity is plotted as a function of time,
while in the right panel it is spectrally resolved. Both intensities are normalized to
unity. The gaussian fit of the field distributions results in a temporal FWHM of 39.8 fs
and a spectral FWHM of 22.9 nm.
2FROG: Frequency-Resolved Optical Grating
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Figure 2.5: The retrieved pulse after frog measurement. The upper panel shows the temporal
intensity of the electric field and the right panel the spectral one. Both are given in arb. units
and normed to one.
Besides the temporal and spectral characterization it is also necessary to know the
spatial properties of the pulse and the fluence irradiating on the sample. The fluence
is defined as the pulse energy per unit area
F=
Πav
RR · A (2.3)
where Πav is the average measured power, RR is the repetition rate of the laser andA
is the area. It is usually given in [mJ cm−2].
To calculate the spot area, a picture of the spot is taken with a CCD camera together
with a reference for dimensioning and the image is fitted with a two dimensional
gaussian,



















where∆x is the width along the x-axis, ∆y along the y- and c is the cross-correlation.
Figure 2.6 shows a typical 2D plot with the corresponding gaussian fit and the obtained
values of the parameters.
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Figure 2.6: 2D plot of
a typical beam spot on
the sample. The con-
tours indicate the inten-
sity of the gaussian fit.
The obtained values of

















The beam area is considered to be the area at which the intensity of the beam is
reduced to I = 1p
e
Imax . Solving equation (2.4) for this value, it reduces to the canonical















Table 2.2 reports the calculated areas for all the pump and probe spots used in the
measurements reported in section 3.1. The spots are numbered in pairs and in the
following I will refer to the numbers introduced here to indicate a spot. The first
column reports the area calculated from equation (2.5). In the second column the
area is approximated to Aapp = pi∆x∆y , thus not considering any tilting. The third
column reports the deviation of the approximation from the real value, calculated as
δ = (A −Aapp)/(A ).
The size of pump and probe 1 are those of the experiment at 300 kHz and are approx-
imately 2.5 times smaller than the spots at 150kHz. We attribute this difference in an
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spot number A [×10−5 cm2] Aapp[×10−5 cm2] c[×10−2] δ[%]
pump 1 4.0 4.0 9.6 4.6× 10−1
probe 1 3.7 3.7 −0.1 8.9× 10−5
pump 2 10.0 0.1 9.9 4.9× 10−1
probe 2 7.1 7.1 −3.4 5.7× 10−2
pump 3 0.1 0.1 0.2 1.4× 10−4
probe 3 7.6 7.7 10.0 5.0× 10−1
Table 2.2: Calculated values of the spot area. See text for description of the formulas used.
incorrect position of the camera with respect to the normal. In fact, to guarantee a
good evaluation of the spot size, the axis of the camera has to be parallel to the sample
normal. In the case of pump and probe nr. 1 we have estimated the angle between the
axis of the camera and the normal of the sample to be (40± 10)°. This would corre-
spond to a correction of 1/ cos(40°) to the area, leading to a spot size for both pump
and probe of 5(2)× 10−5 cm2.
From the values of the deviation we can conclude that the error introducted by ne-
glecting the tilting of the spot, represented by c, in the calculation of the area is small
and can be ignored.
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2.4 The sample environment
Figure 2.7: Drawing of the cryo-
stat adapted from [Oxf05].
The sample is kept in a OptistatCF-V cryostat from
Oxford Instruments that is fixed to an x , y, z trans-
lational stage on the optical table by an in-house-
made support. The stage allows for alignment of
all the translational degrees of freedom, while the
tilting is controlled by tightening the screws of the
support. The OptistatCF-V cryostat is shown in
figure 2.7. It is a continuous flow cryostat, i.e.
it has no internal reservoir for storing the cryo-
genic liquid and the sample is in a vacuum. The
cooling liquid is supplied from an external canis-
ter through an insulated transfer tube and is de-
livered to the heat exchanger. The gas returning
from the heat exchanger is used to cool the radi-
ation shield of the cryostat and then flows along
the flexible section of the transfer tube to the ex-
haust port, thereby shielding the incoming liquid from thermal radiation. Either liquid
helium or nitrogen can be used. Liquid nitrogen allows to reach temperatures down
to about 77 K, while using helium it is possible to maintain temperatures around 4.2 K
by continuously pumping the transfer tube. The measurements taken for this work
were all performed either with liquid nitrogen or without cooling. The temperature
sensor and the heater are mounted in the heat exchanger and are both controlled by
an external temperature controller, the Oxford Instruments ITC503. The temperature
controller can also control the flow of cryogenic liquid in the cryostat by acting on the
motorized needle valve at the bottom of the dewar leg of the transfer tube.
It is important to remark that below 90 K nitrogen tends to collect in the heat exchanger
and boil only intermittently. In this case the temperature measured can be slightly
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different from the actual sample temperature, since the heat sensor is placed in the







Figure 2.8: The sample holder
The sample is fixed to a sample holder, which is
directly screwed on the bottom of the heat ex-
changer of the cryostat by a retaining screw. A
groove in the cold finger prevents the sample
holder from rotating during adjustment. The an-
gular alignment with respect to the windows is
chosen when closing the cryostat. Eight different
positions are possible: parallel to each of the win-
dows or forming a 45° angle with respect to a cou-
ple of windows. The sample holder has been self-
designed and produced at the mechanical work-
shop of the Fritz Haber Institute. Figure 2.8 describes the principal parts of the sample
holder. The main part is constituted by the back plate, which has been milled from
a single piece of copper. The foot presents a protrusion, matching the groove in the
cryostat heat exchanger, and a slide, where the retaining screw is inserted. This allows
to adjust the distance between the sample and the windows. The sample is clamped
between back and front plate, and a gold film has been inserted between it and the
back plate to improve the thermal contact. A second version of the sample holder,
with a window in the back plate as well, has been designed to allow measurements in
transmission.
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2.5 Characterization of the sample
The VO2 sample used is a 200nm thin film grown by Haglund and coworkers
3 using
Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) onto n-doped silicon cut along the (100) surface. The
c axis of the vanadium dioxide cell is directed perpendicular to the surface, i.e. the
exposed VO2 surface is the (001).
It is demonstrated that the thickness of the films [PV10, NH08], the presence of chem-
ical impurities [CK10, SCH+04], as well as the formation of surface defects and cracks
during the thermal induced transition can influence the transition temperature and the
width of the hysteresis, which can eventually disappear. Therefore, the width and the
position of the hysteresis curve represent a good way to characterize the sample.
To avoid local heating effects due to the high pulse intensity of the pump, a negative
time delay of −500 fs is applied, i.e. the probe pulse reaches the sample before the
pump. During the measurement the temperature is changed in the range between
323 K and 350 K. A voltage of 12 V, corresponding to the 30% of the maximum voltage,
is applied to the heater and the sample is counter-cooled with liquid nitrogen at 16%
of the needle-valve aperture.
The temperature dependence of the reflectivity of the 200 nm sample is plotted in
figure 2.9. During heating (red curve) the insulator to metal transition occurs at a
critical temperature T upc = 343K, while during cooling (green curve) the metal to in-
sulator transition occurs at T downc = 333K, resulting in a 10K wide hysteresis curve.
The different absolute value of the reflectivity in the insulating phase, being lower if
the sample is being cooled, is probably due to the position of the temperature sensor.
Indeed, if we repeat the measurement after waiting for the temperature to stabilize
at 320K, the curve of Fig. 2.9 is reproduced. Due to its position between the cooling
head and the sample holder, the sensor can measure a lower temperature than the
one at the sample surface. Thus, the measured reflectivity corresponds to the value at
3Department of Physics and Astronomy, Vandebilt University, Nashville, Tennessee (USA)
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Dt = 10 K
Figure 2.9: The hysteresis curve of the VO2 sample is 10 K wide. (red curve) Heating process:
the transition occurs at 343 K. (Green curve) Cooling process: the transition is at 333K.
higher sample temperatures. This does not occur in the high temperature part of the
curve because the temperature gradient between heat exchanger and sample holder
is smaller during the heating process [Oxf05]. Another explanation for the difference
between the absolute values of the reflectivity, which is sometimes encountered in lit-
erature [VBB68], is that the lower final reflectivity is due to defects and cracks forming
on the sample after the phase transition. This is less plausible in thin films since they
are usually more resistant to the phase transition than bulk crystals [NH08].
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3 Experimental results and discussion
The transition from metallic to insulating vanadium dioxide occurs in our sample at
333 K on cooling, as shown in section 2.5. The reverse transition, from the monoclinic
to the rutile phase, can be induced by photoexcitation (Sec. 1.3.3). There are still
many open questions regarding the mechanism driving the transition and the nature
of the photoinduced phase. As will be shown in the following, ultrafast time-resolved
optical experiments can help to answer some of them.
In this work we measure the pump-induced changes in the reflectivity as a function of
excitation fluence. The measured traces exhibit a modulation due to coherent lattice
excitations. From the analysis of these coherent phonons dynamics we gain insight into
the changes of the lattice symmetry of VO2 at the onset and during the phase transition.
To have access to the oscillatory part, we have removed the incoherent contributions
to the reflectivity by fitting a double exponential decay, which results into a fast and a
slow component (cf. 3.1.1). The fast component is related to the electronic sub-system
and the slow one to the lattice sub-system. The amplitude of the reflectivity changes as
a function of excitation fluence, because the two components show different dynamics
. While the fast component increases linearly over the whole range, the slow part
shows a discontinuity at a fluence threshold of Φc = (6.5± 0.4)mJcm−2, after which it
increases abruptly. In analogy to Ref. [CTS+01, KEH+07], we associate this threshold
with the occurrence of the phase transition. This is supported by the dynamics of
the coherent part, as shown in Sec. 3.1.2. In the Fourier transform of the oscillations
we observe, for excitation below threshold, four optical modes that correspond to the
four lowest Ag modes of the monoclinic phase. Close to the threshold these modes
become undetectable, while a broad peak emerges, with amplitude and damping rate
one order of magnitude larger than the low fluence modes. It will be proposed that
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the electronic excitation is sufficient to modify the crystal potential (cf. sec 3.1.2).
The initial response of the lattice is therefore no longer defined. This picture will be
supported by the pump-pump-probe experiments shown in Sec. 3.2.
3.1 Transient Reflectivity on VO2
The transient reflectivity measurements were performed at room temperature using
the configuration described in Fig. 2.2(a) of Sec. 2.2. The experiments have been
carried on at two different repetition rates, 150 and 300kHz. Due to the difficulties
in determine the pulse area of the high repetition rate spot explained in section 2.3,
the analysis has been done on the low repetition rate data. Furthermore, at a higher
repetition rate, we cannot exclude local heating effects, since the maximum average
power is around 500 mW. Nevertheless, the 300kHz data are qualitatively presented
















































Figure 3.1: Time dependence of the reflectivity of VO2 for different fluences. The values of the
fluence are reported in the legend. The different colours indicate fluences below (blue) and
above (red) the threshold for the phase transition, according to the definition discussed below
and in analogy to Ref. [CTS+01, KEH+07] .
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in the reflectivity are plotted on a logarithmic scale versus the delay between pump and
probe pulse. The fluence was varied between 0.25 and 23mJ cm−2 and the values for
each curve are reported in the legend. The different colors indicate traces measured
above (red) and below (blue) a fluence threshold, which has been defined in analogy
to Ref. [CTS+01, KEH+07], as described below.
In all traces, we observe a fast rise at time zero, followed by a slow decay that lasts
over several hundreds of picoseconds, as confirmed from the traces in panel (b). They
show the transient reflectivity scans at longer time delay for three selected frequen-
cies, reported in the figure. The prompt rise is due to the excitation of the electronic
system due to the incident laser pulse. The electrons, then, couple to the lattice, caus-
ing an additional change in the reflectivity. The reflectivity transients due to the two
sub-systems can be related to the amplitude of the signal measured at 60 fs and 1 ps,

















 60 fs 
 1 ps
6.5 mJ/cm2
Figure 3.2: Fluence dependence of the reflectivity at 60 fs and 1 ps, measured with 150kHz
repetition rate. The early amplitude shows a linear dependence, while the amplitude at 1 ps
shows a discontinuity at a fluence threshold of (6.5± 0.4)mJ cm−2.
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tivity change is reported on the left axis, while the bottom one represents the values
of the fluence. Their fluence dependence exhibits different trends. The fast compo-
nent is linear over the whole fluence range, as previously shown e.g. by Leitenstorfer
and co-workers [KEH+07]. The slow component instead, grows linearly until a critical
fluence value, where its slope changes abruptly. A similar behaviour was observed in
Ref. [KEH+07] for the THz conductivity and has been related to the occurrence of the
photoinduced transition.
The fluence threshold, or critical fluence, is calculated as the intercept between the two
dependencies and the obtained value is Φc = (6.5± 0.4)mJ cm−21. The value obtained
is slightly larger than the one found in Ref. [KEH+07] and it is most likely due to the
larger sample thickness.
At a close observation, the transient reflectivity traces are modulated by high amplitude
oscillations, due to the coherent excitation of the lattice by the ultrashort laser pulse.
In order to be able to analyse these oscillations the incoherent response has to be
subtracted.
1The error is calculated comparing the threshold with the value obtained from the fits of the ampli-
tudes discussed in Sec. 3.1.1
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3.1.1 The incoherent component

















Here Re and τe are, respectively, the amplitude and decay of the fast component and
Rl and τl the ones of the slow component. As mentioned in the previous section, they
are associated to the electronic and lattice response, correspondingly. In this picture Re
and τe represent the amplitude and the decay time of the reflectivity change due to the
electrons which have been excited by the laser pulse. The electronic system couples to
the lattice, causing an additional change in the reflectivity Rl , which decays with time











and is used to approximate the rising edge due to the correlation between the pump
and probe pulse at t = 0. Here τr represents the duration of the pulses.
Figure 3.3 shows the fits of the incoherent contributions for three different values of
the fluence, being much lower, close to and higher than the fluence threshold. These
curves are representative of three different fluence regimes, which we refer to as low,
intermediate and high fluence regime.
On the left axis are reported the values of the reflectivity change in arbitrary units,
while on the bottom axis the time delay between pump and probe pulse is shown in
picoseconds.
The data is displayed by the blue circles and the fits are depicted as red solid line.
The contribution of the fast and the slow component to the incoherent background
is shown by the dotted blue lines. They confirm that the electronic (fast) response
is responsible for the abrupt change at zero time delay and then decays rapidly to



































Figure 3.3: Fits of the incoherent contributions with Eq.(3.1) for three different frequency
regimes: low, intermediate and high. The dotted blue lines indicate the fast and the slow
components, related respectively to the electronic and lattice contribution.
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between electronic and lattice system, and the long-lived excited state relaxes on the
much longer timescale τl .
The results of the fit for the amplitudes Re and Rl are reported as a function of fluence
in Fig. 3.4. As expected, the electronic and the lattice component exhibit the same
fluence dependence than the amplitudes at 60 fs and 1 ps, respectively. The blue line
indicates the value of the fluence threshold. Again we calculate the intercept between
the linear extrapolation of the points before and after the discontinuty to determine
the value of the critical fluence, which in this case was found to be slightly higher than


















Figure 3.4: Fit results for the fast (electronic) and slow (lattice) amplitudes as a function of
fluence. They exhibit the same behaviour as the 60 fs and 1 ps amplitudes respectively. The
vertical line indicates the fluence threshold.
Figure 3.5 shows the decay times as a function of fluence for the fast and the slow
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Figure 3.5: Fit results for the fast (electronic) and slow (lattice) decays as a function of fluence.
They show a divergence above the threshold fluence indicating a change in the dynamics of
both electron and lattice system above the transition.
component, respectively. The values of τl beyond 10 mJcm
2 are not shown since the
duration of the time scans is not sufficient to fit this parameter. Both time constants
increase slowly until the threshold fluence is reached and then increase rapidly. This
divergence is indicative of a change in the dynamics across the phase transition.
3.1.2 Generation of coherent phonons
The traces in Fig. 3.3(a)–(c) show that the reflectivity is modulated by oscillations of
high amplitude. This is due to the coherent excitation of phonon modes of the system.
To study the dynamics of the oscillations the fit of the incoherent contribution has been
subtracted from the raw data.
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The left-hand panels of figure 3.6 show the background-subtracted oscillations and the
right-hand panels the modulus squared of the Fourier transform (FT). Qualitatively,
the amplitude of the oscillations increases with fluence. Furthermore, above fluence
threshold, a large amplitude oscillation appears in the early dynamics. It persists only
for a few cycles. Then, just the low-amplitude oscillations appear in the traces. This is
supported by the Fourier transforms, which show four peaks in the low fluence regime.
They have been labeled following the frequencies of the normal modes measured in
Ref. [Sch02] and reported in table 1.1. In the intermediate regime, i.e. close to the flu-
ence threshold, only the most intense Q2 and Q3 modes are detected and a wider peak






































Figure 3.6: Oscillations in the reflectivity (left panels) and the corresponding modulus squared
of the Fourier transform. The blue lines show the Lorentzian fits.
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phase. This broad peak is the only one visible in the high fluence regime.
The quantitative analysis has been performed by fitting the squared absolute value of




A2j(ω− Γ j2pi i)




where A j is the amplitude of the mode of frequency ω j and Γ j its damping rate. A
maximum of five modes was used to fit the FT spectra. The fitting has been carried on
iteratively. On a first step the fit interval was constrained to a finite region of the FT
spectrum and all parameters were allowed to vary. Due to the overlapping of the wings
of the Lorentzians, the fit of a mode influences all the neighbouring peaks. Thus, a final
optimization was performed, allowing only the amplitudes to vary. In some spectra of
the intermediate and high fluence regime, sharp peaks can be observed, which do not
show any systematic dependence on the fluence, either for the frequency, the amplitude
or the damping rate. Their frequency does not correspond to any of the modes of VO2
suggesting that they were arising from noise. Indeed, they disappear if we shift of only
a few points the range on which the Fourier transform is calculated.
In the low fluence regime four different phonon modes can be observed at
4.47, 5.6, 6.65 and 10.1THz, in good agreement with the lowest Ag modes of the
monoclinic phase measured in Ref. [Sch02]. None of these modes can be assigned to
the rutile phase. This strongly suggest that in the low fluence regime no major change
is induced in the symmetry of the potential and only modes of the monoclinic phase
can be excited. Figure 3.7 shows the coherent phonon frequencies resulting from the
fits as a function of fluence, reported on a logarithmic scale.
The full markers put in evidence those modes which appear stronger in the Fourier
transform. They are the Q2 and Q3 modes, corresponding to the modes at 5.72 and
6.69 THz of the M1, and the QR in Fig. 3.6. Looking at their fluence dependence one
can see that Q2 and Q3 are present over the whole low and intermediate fluence range,
but disappear at high fluence. At the same time a new peak appears, having a fre-
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Figure 3.7: Coherent phonons frequencies obtained from the Lorentzian fit of |F(ω)|2. Full
markers indicate those modes which are stronger in the Fourier transform and visible over the
whole low and intermediate fluence range.
quency around (5.3± 0.3)THz. Before this point, the frequency of all the modes is
approximately constant, with only the Q2 mode showing a small redshift for increasing
fluence2.
Mayor details on the origin of the broad peak and the disappearing of the modes related
to the monoclinic phase can be obtained by looking at the fluence dependence of the
amplitude and the damping rate.
The behaviour of the amplitudes can be seen in figure 3.8. Again, the fluence is plot-
ted on a logarithmic scale and the labelling and colour scheme reflect those of the
previous plot. To improve the visibility, the markers have been connected by lines.
It is remarkable that the amplitude of the low-fluence modes increases monotonically
whith fluence until the broad high-fluence peak appears. Its amplitude is about one
order of magnitude larger and continues rising with the fluence, while the low-fluence
modes suddently become undetectable.
2Due to the different film thickness the frequencies obtained differ from those in Ref. [KLK+06]. We
plan to repeat the experiment on thinner films to compare the results.
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Figure 3.8: Amplitudes of the coherent phonon oscillations obtained from the fit with eq. 3.3.
The markers follow the same notation as in Fig. 3.7. All amplitudes increase monotonically
with fluence.
The most important considerations arise after analysing the behaviour of the damping
rates, which are plotted in figure 3.9. The damping rate of the Q2 and Q3 modes is
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Figure 3.9: Damping rate of the coherent phonon oscillations obtained from the fit with eq.
3.3. The markers follow the same notation as in Fig. 3.7. All damping rates are almost constant.
The high-fluence mode has a damping rate almost one order of magnitude larger.
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damping rate of the QHF mode is instead 1.6(3)ps−1, again one order of magnitude
larger than those of the low-fluence modes. The fluence dependence of Γ1 and Γ2
strongly suggests that a dephasing of the M1 phonons due to electron-phonon scatter-
ing is not causing the appeareance of the broad peak. Thus, the phase transition must
be at its origin.
Although the damping rate of the high-fluence mode is consistent with the modes
observed in the rutile phase, its frequency does not correspond to any of these modes,
since the lowest is at 7.2 THz. We strongly believe that it is due to the projection of the
initially excited M1 modes onto the coordinates defined by a new lattice potential. A
more detailed discussion is given at the end of this section.
To determine the excitation mechanism for the coherent phonons, we have fitted the
oscillations curves for amplitudes below threshold with a sum of damped cosine oscil-




−Γ j t cos(2piω j) (3.4)
The frequency ω j was set to the results of the Fourier transform, while the amplitude
A j and damping rate Γ j were allowed to vary. The best fit was found to be when there
is no phase shift from a cosine behaviour, indicating that the excitation mechanism
is displacive. This confirms the previous observations on VO2 [KLK
+06]. Figure 3.10
shows an example for a trace at a fluence of 1.7 mJcm−2.
Summarizing, below the fluence threshold, we find four phonon modes whose fre-
quency and damping rate are almost independent on fluence and whose amplitude
monotonically grows with fluence. The frequency of these modes is in agreement with
the lowest Ag modes of the monoclinic phase. At the threshold a new mode appears.
Its amplitude is one order of magnitude larger and continue increasing with fluence,
while the other phonons are suddenly undetectable.
What do this results tell about the metal-to-insulator transition?
At low fluences we are in a situation where the excited electrons exert forces on the
lattice, which responds oscillating with modes of frequency dictated by the symmetry of
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Figure 3.10: Example of the fit with damped cosine oscillations of a low fluence trace measured
at 150 kHz. The best agreement was found to be when there is no phase shift from the cosine
behaviour, showing that the excitation mechanism is displacive.
the lattice potential. The fact that the all excited modes correspond to normal modes
of the M1 phase means that the electrons perturb only weakly the lattice potential.
Since the damping rate of the M1 phonons does not increase with fluence, we cannot
attribute the broad peak above threshold to a dephasing of the low-fluence modes
due to electron phonon scattering. Therefore, above threshold a phase transition must
be triggered, which raises the symmetry of the potential and reduces the number of
Raman-active modes. Two scenarios could be proposed for explaining the origin of
this transition.
In the first, the electrons are not responsible of the transition, which is triggered by
a temperature increase of the lattice. The energy transferred from the electronic to
the lattice system increases the lattice temperature above the critical temperature Tc
for the transition. Once the system is above Tc, the lattice potential changes and the
phonons of the M1 phase are no longer defined. In this scenario, the initially excited
normal modes of the monoclinic phase should exhibit an increasing broadening. For
sufficiently high fluence, the damping would be fast enough to make them overlap
in frequency space, forming a single broad peak. The time tc necessary to reach the
critical temperature depends on the initial temperature difference between the two
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systems and thus decreases for increasing fluence. Broadening occurs only if tc < 1/Γ.
Therefore this model is not supported by the experimental results: Ref. [Bau07] shows
that it takes several hundreds of picoseconds for the lattice ions to reach their final
position and we do not observe any change in the damping rate of the low-fluence
phonons. Furthermore, the appearance of QR occurs suddently with the fluence and it
is not a gradual variation in amplitude, as it would be expected in a thermal scenario.
The second scenario assumes that the electronic excitation is sufficient to modify the
lattice potential. In this case the potential changes even before the lattice ions have
started their motion. Phonons of the M1 phase are excited by the rising edge of the
pulse until the absorbed fluence crosses the threshold for the transition. At this point
the symmetry of the potential is changed and the original restoring forces at the M1
phase frequencies are no longer defined. The lattice motion originally generated by
the laser pulse is transformed into a superposition of the modes defined by the new
potential, resulting in the broad peak observed in the Fourier transform. This scenario
would imply that, already at times close to time zero, it would be impossible to excite
the modes of the M1 phase again. In order to prove that, we have performed a double-
pump experiment, which is the subject of the next section.
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3.2 Switching the phonons on and off: a pump-pump-
probe experiment
To perform the two-pump experiment we have used the setup of figure 2.2b, which
adds a Mach-Zehnder interferometer to the pump path. The sample was excited suc-
cessively by two collinear pump pulses with variable delay. The experiments have been
performed at a repetition rate of 150 kHz.
Figure 3.11: Schematic illustra-
tion of coherent control. See text
for details.
We have focused our attention on the Q3 phonon
of the monoclinic phase, having a period of
around 150 fs (ω3 =6.65(4)THz). The first
pump excites the sample and generates coherent
phonons at the Γ point. They accumulate phase
with time and can interfere constructively or de-
structively with the phonons generated by the sec-
ond pump, depending on the time delay between
the two pump pulses. Destructive interference
is expected for a delay of 75 fs and it should re-
sult in a reduction of the phonon amplitude in
the Fourier transform. In case of in-phase excita-
tion, ∆t =150 fs, the amplitude should increase.
A schematic of this technique, called coherent con-
trol, is given in figure 3.11. The curves in the top
panel illustrate the out-of-phase situation, i.e. the
second pump is delayed by ∆t = pi/Ω, where Ω is
the angular frequency of the phonon mode. The black curve represents the amplitude
of the phonons generated by the first pump pulse, while the blue curve the amplitude
of those generated by the second. The resulting amplitude, shown by the red line,
vanishes. In the bottom panel the in-phase excitation is represented. Again the black
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and blue curves represent the amplitude of the phonons excited by the first and sec-
ond pump pulse, respectively. The delay between the pulses is ∆t = 2pi/Ω and the

























Out of phase 
Pump 1 
Pump 2  
(b) Pump 2 out of phase
Figure 3.12: Transient reflectivity traces of the double pump experiment for excitation below
fluence threshold. Coherent phonons excitation modulate the transient reflectivity if the sample
is excited in phase and do not if it is excited out of phase.
The transient reflectivity traces measured at a fluence below Φc are plotted versus time
in figure 3.12. Panel (a) depicts the case where the second excitation is in-phase. The
orange circles label the measurements done with one single pump pulse and the blue
ones the double pump measurement. Both the single pump trace and the double pump
trace are modulated by strong oscillations. The out-of-phase case is presented in panel
(b). Again the orange trace is measured with single pump excitation and the blue one
with double pump. While the oscillations are visible in the first case, in the second they
are strongly reduced. It is important to remark that the coherent control acts only on
the Q3 mode and the oscillations due to the other modes should still be visible.
To confirm our qualitative observation, the transient reflectivity traces have been fitted
with two copies of equation (3.1), shifted by the proper time delay. They are plotted as
green and red curves in figure 3.12. The results of the fits have been subtracted from
the raw data to obtain the background subtracted oscillations shown in Fig. 3.13. Panel
(a) shows the single pump response. Here, the laser pulse excites coherent modes at
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Figure 3.13: Background-subtracted oscillations in the double pump experiment and the cor-
responding Fourier transforms for excitation below fluence threshold. (a)–(b) Single pump
excitation for comparison. (c)–(d) The 2nd pump reaches the sample out of phase (Arrow at
∆t = 75 fs). The oscillation is quenched. (e)–(f) The 2nd pump reaches the sample in phase
(arrow at ∆t = 150 fs. The oscillation is amplified.
t = 0, which start oscillating. These oscillations are at the maximum displacement
after half a period. If the second pump reaches the sample exactly at that time (75 fs)
the ionic equilibrium position is shifted in such a way that any further motion is sup-
pressed. This case is presented in panel (c), where the arrow indicates the time at
which the second pump reaches the sample. The oscillations that are still visible in the
trace correspond to the motion associate to the other phonon modes. Indeed, the peak
at around 6.6THz, related to Q3, disappears from the Fourier transform, as shown in
panel (d). On the other hand, if after the first excitation the phonons are allowed
to oscillate for a full period of 150 fs before the second pulse arrives, the situation is
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(b) Pump 2 out of phase
Figure 3.14: Transient reflectivity traces of the double pump experiment for excitation above
fluence threshold. No evident difference can be seen between the traces.
completely different. Here, the ions are again at the minimum displacement and the
shift of the equilibrium position increases the amplitude of the oscillations. This can be
seen in panel (e): after the line indicating ∆t =150 fs the oscillations are more visible.
The 6.6 THz peak in the Fourier transform doubles approximately in amplitude with
respect to the single pump case, confirming the observations.
The same experiment has been performed for excitation above fluence threshold. In
this case it was not possible to have the same intensity in both the pump beams, since
the system would have not recovered within the repetition rate of the laser. Thus,
the fluence of the first pump pulse was set to be 20 mJcm−2, well above the transition
threshold, and the one of the second pump was reduced (F =4 mJcm−2). The transient
reflectivity traces are shown in Fig. 3.14 (a) for in-phase excitation and (b) for out-of-
phase pumping.
The same color code as in figure 3.12 has been used: orange indicates the single
pump response and blue the double pump one. The red and green lines represent the
corresponding fits. Qualitatively, there is no major change between the single and the
double pump excitation, for both the in-phase and out-of-phase cases. In addition the
dynamics shows a continuous decrease in the reflectivity, being very different from the
exponential recover observed below the critical fluence.
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Figure 3.15: The transient reflec-
tivity of the metallic phase. After
the sharp spike at time zero the
reflectivity decreases continously
This behaviour strongly resembles the one of the
time-resolved reflectivity measured in the metal-
lic phase at a temperature T =450K (Fig. 3.15).
There the system reacts with a sharp peak at time
zero, followed by a continuous decrease of the re-
flectivity. This suggests that the first pump modi-
fies the symmetry of the crystal to the one of the
rutile phase.
The background subtracted oscillations and their
Fourier transforms are used to quantify our quali-
tative observations. In analogy to the low-fluence
experiment, the upper row of figure 3.16 shows
the single pump response. The second and third row show the response to the second
pulse excitation at ∆t =75 fs and ∆t =150 fs, respectively. Both the oscillatory traces
and the Fourier transform confirm that the second pump does not modify the coherent
response at either delay. This supports the suggestion that the first pump above flu-
ence threshold has modified the lattice potential. If the symmetry would have stayed
the same, the second pump would produce a second broad oscillation. If this were
the case then the broadening would be due to an increase in damping. Instead, no
coherent phonon are generated by the second pump.
The experiment is thus supporting the second scenario proposed in section 3.1.2, where
the excited electronic distribution induces a distortion of the lattice potential, in oppo-
sition to a thermal scenario. The distortion of the potential causes the restoring forces
for the phonon modes of the M1 phase to disappear. Above fluence threshold, we ob-
serve that no coherent oscillations can be re-excited, demonstrating that the loss of the
monoclinic phase phonons is not the result of an increased de-phasing and suggesting
that the symmetry change has occurred.
To clarify the mechanism it is useful to refer to the model of the bi-atomic linear chain.
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Figure 3.16: Background-subtracted oscillations in the double pump experiment and the cor-
responding Fourier transforms for excitation above fluence threshold. (a)–(b) Single pump
excitation for comparison. (c)–(d) The 2nd pump reaches the sample out of phase (Arrow at
∆t = 75 fs). (e)–(f) The 2nd pump reaches the sample in phase (arrow at ∆t = 150 fs. In both
cases no major change is noticeable either in the oscillation or in the Fourier transform.
Its phonon dispersion relation is shown in figure 3.17. An acoustical and an optical
branch are obtained if the chain is formed by atoms with different masses. They are
separated by a gap at the Brillouin zone (BZ) boundary. The gap, however, closes when
the two masses are the same and the optical branch is no longer defined, preventing
the excitation of the phonon modes associated to it. In this case, the symmetry of the
system has raised and the BZ is double as large. In VO2 the situation is analogous.
The symmetry change, due to the excitation of the electrons by the laser pulse, leads
to a raise in symmetry associated to a doubling of the BZ. This implies that the optical
branches can be no longer defined. Indeed, the number of Raman active modes in VO2
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reduces from 18 to 5 upon the transition (cf. Sec. 1.3.1).
AP
OP
Figure 3.17: Acoustical and optical
phonon branches of a bi-atomic linear
chain of lattice constant 2a. The limit fre-
quencies at K = pi/2a are reported. If the
masses are the same, the symmetry of the
system raises and the optical branch is no
longer defined [Kit66].
Altough the potential has changed on an
ultrafast timescale (<150 fs) the position
of the ions is still far away from reach-
ing the equilibrium position of the ru-
tile phase. The system is in an highly
non-equilibrium phase, the photoinduced
phase. Both the lattice and the electronic
properties continue to evolve separately
over hundreds of picosecond, while the
system thermalizes into the equilibrium
metallic phase.
This experiment shows that the highly
excited electronic distribution is at the
origin of the photoinduced phase transi-
tion in VO2. However we have neither
demonstrated the nature of the gap nor
given any response regarding the nature
of the static, thermally driven transition.
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3.3 High repetition rate measurements
The experiments presented in section 3.1 have been performed also at a repetition rate
of 300kHz. This section gives a qualitative comparison between the results obtained
in the two data sets, although the fitting procedure for the high repetition rate is still
not optimally concluded. Furthermore the results presented in this section are affected
by a large error on the fluence determination, as discussed in section 2.3. We suppose
that the camera used for measuring the spot size was forming an angle of (40± 10)°.
This implies that the spot area has to be corrected by dividing the original value by
cos(40°) and the result obtained is A =5(2)× 10−5 cm2. The corrected values of the
fluence are in the range between 0.11(3) and 26(8)mJcm−2.



































Figure 3.18: Time dependence of the reflectivity of VO2 for different fluences. The values of
the fluence are reported in the legend. The different colours indicate fluences below (black)
and above (green) the threshold for the phase transition, according to the definition discussed
in the text and in analogy to Ref. [CTS+01, KEH+07].
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green traces indicate traces measured above fluence threshold and the black ones be-
low. The traces follow the same qualitative behaviour as those presented in figure 3.1.
They show a fast rise at time zero followed by a long decay that lasts over several
picoseconds.
As discussed in section 3.1.1, we measure the change in reflectivity at 60 fs and 1 ps,
since they are related to the electronic and lattice response of the system. Their fluence
dependence is shown in figure 3.19(a) and matches the one found previously: the fast























































Figure 3.19: Fluence dependence for (a) the measured amplitudes at 60 fs and 1 ps, (b) the
reflectivity amplitudes Re and Rl resulting from the fit and (c) the decay times of the slow and
fast components.
The value of the fluence threshold obtained in this case is (7± 2)mJcm2, since it is
affected by the additional error due to the fluence evaluation. All traces have been
fitted with Eq. (3.1), following the same procedure as described in section 3.1.1. Figure
3.19(b) and (c) present the results for the fit parameters. Panel (b) reports the values
for Re and Rl . As expected they follow the same trend as the amplitude at 60 fs and
1 ps and match the results presented in figure 3.4. Concerning the decays τe and
τl , presented in figure (c), more discussion is needed. τl shows the same fluence
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Figure 3.20: A sample fitting of the incoherent background for the high fluence regime at
300 kHz.
dependence as those calculated for the low repetition rate. Instead, τe seems to settle
to a constant value for high fluences. This is an artifact of the fitting, which is yet to
be optimized for this data set. The decay of the fast component is strongly related to
its amplitude and to the fitting of the rising edge. Thus, the fit has to be carried on
iteratively until all the connected parameters converge to a reasonable value. I clarify
this concept discussing figure 3.20.
The figure shows the change in the relectivity measured at a fluence of
22(6)mJcm−2, thus in the high fluence regime. The red curve shows the results of
the fit, while the dashed lines report the contribution of the fast and the slow compo-
nent respectively. Focusing the attention to the area contained by the green circle one
can see that the fit remains too low in the whole area. This derives from the fact that,
at this values of the fluence, the oscillations overlap with the rising edge, influencing
the result obtained for the amplitude of the fast component. In fact, if Re were lower,
then the resulting relaxation time would be longer. Instead, a too high Re corresponds
to an underestimation of the time necessary for the electronic sub-system to transfer
the energy to the lattice. The fitting of the incoherent background, especially at high
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fluences, has to be carried on iteratively, adressing at the beginning the three parts
(rising edge, fast component and slow component) separately and then making all the
parameters converge to a consistent picture. Figure 3.20 demonstrates that there is
still room to improve the fitting routine for the 300 kHz data set. Since the evalua-
tion of the coherent response is strongly related to the subtracted background, also the
oscillatory traces have to be improved and therefore, are not presented in this thesis.
Although no quantitative conclustion can be extracted from the data presented in this
section, we show that there is a qualitative agreement between the two data sets.
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In this thesis the generation of coherent phonons was used as a tool for probing the
changes in the lattice symmetries on an ultrafast timescale. We applied this technique
to study the metal-to-insulator transition in vanadium dioxide, a transition which was a
matter of controversy ever since its discovery in 1959. None of the previous theoretical
or experimental work has been able to determine the nature of the transition and it
is still discussed whether it is due to the lattice distortion or to the strong correlation
effects in the d band.
We performed transient reflectivity measurements as a function of laser fluence, as
described in section 3.1 and 3.1.1. The experiments have been carried out at two
different repetition rates, 150 and 300kHz, and the obtained results show the same
qualitative behaviour in both cases. A threshold for the transition was determined at a
critical fluence of (6.5± 0.4)mJ cm−2. All transient reflectivity traces show an abrupt
change at zero time delay and a subsequent recovery which lasts over several hundreds
of picoseconds. The fluence dependence of the amplitude of the fast component, re-
lated to the electronic sub-system, was found to be linear over the whole range. On the
other hand, the dependence of the slow component amplitude, which is related to the
response of the lattice sub-system, showed an abrupt change at the fluence threshold.
This implies a change in the dynamics and was considered a sign for the occurring
phase transition.
Modulation of the signal due to coherent phonon excitation has been observed at all
the fluences (cf. sec. 3.1.2). The analysis of the phonon dynamics demonstrates that,
for excitation below the threshold, the five lowest Ag modes of the monoclinic phase
of VO2 are excited. The obtained frequency and damping rates are independent of the
fluence, while the amplitudes grow monotonically over the whole range. Around the
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threshold these modes suddenly disappear, disclosing a broader peak. The frequency
of this peak was found to be 5.3(3)THz at low repetition rate, coinciding neither with
the modes ot the monoclinc phase nor with those of the rutile phase. Furthermore, its
amplitude and damping rate were found to be an order of magnitude larger than those
of the monoclinic phase modes.
It is proposed that, above the fluence threshold, the electronic excitation suffices to
distort the lattice potential in such a way that the restoring forces for the phonons of
the monoclinic phase are no longer present. Thus, the modes which have been excited
from the rising edge of the pulse are transformed into a superposition of the modes
defined by the new potential, giving rise to the broad peak.
To support this model we have performed a pump-pump-probe experiment (see sec.
3.2). The system is brought into an excited state by the first pump pulse, while the
pump-probe pair is used to measure the response of the system in the traditional way.
Below the fluence threshold, we were able to perform coherent control of the mono-
clinic modes by re-pumping the system either in phase or out-of-phase with respect to
the lattice oscillation considered. Above the fluence threshold, instead, no changes are
detected, neither in the time dependent oscillatory traces nor in their Fourier trans-
form. These results suggest a new description of the photoinduced phase transition:
the ultrafast excitation of the electronic system induces a change in the symmetry of
the potential, which in turn modifies the response of the lattice. The fact that the sym-
metry of the potential changes on the ultrafast timescale does not mean that the ions
have reached the equilibrium position that fast. Indeed, the material is still in an highly
non-equilibrium state and the evolution of the electronic and lattice properties contin-
ues over several hundreds of picoseconds, after which the system has thermalized in
the high temperature rutile structure. Furthermore, showing that the highly excited
electronic distribution is at the origin of the photoinduced phase transition, does not
give any response regarding the nature of the static, temperature driven, transition.
The technique presented in this thesis opens new possibilities to the study of ultrafast
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phase transitions, since it allows to measure the lattice properties with the same time
resolution as the electronic ones. It can be applied to any material where an ultafast
transition is related to a change in the Raman spectrum.
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A The Hubbard model
The purpose of the Hubbard model was to determine the properties of the narrow
energy bands, in which the free electron gas is not a good model and theories of
correlations are needed in order to take into account the atomistic nature of the solid.
Indeed it was found experimentally that the d-electrons of transition metals show both
the characteristics of the band model and the atomic model and that the degree of
atomic behaviour depends on the strength of the correlations.
A particular feature of the model is that the exact solution can be obtained in the limit
of very weekly interacting electrons, where the band theory applies, as well as in the
limit of strong interaction [Hub63, Hub64a].
For mathematical simplicity the model is applied to an s-band with two states per atom.
The model is developed in the Wannier functions basis given by:
Φ(x) = N− 12
∑
k





eikRiΦ(x − Ri) , (A.1)
with Ri the atomic positions and N the number of atoms. In this basis the dynamics of
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= e2 ∫ Φ∗(x − Ri)Φ(x − Rk)Φ∗(x ′− R j)Φ(x ′− Rl)|x − x ′| d xd x ′ (A.3b)
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The Hubbard model
The operators c†i,σ, ci,σ and ni,σ are the creation, annihilation and number operator
referring to an electron with spin σ in the orbital Φ(x − Ri) of the i-th atom.
In order to simplify the Hamiltonian, a crucial approximation is introduced: only in-
teractions between electrons within the same atom are considered. Since the integral
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Since νi j = N−1
∑
k νke
ik(Ri−R j), with νk being the occupation numbers of the states in
the band, the last term reduces to a constant and is omitted. Defining
t i j = N
−1∑
k

























corresponding to equation (1.1) of section 1.1.2. The term containing T0 gives the
atomic binding energy and the one containing U the interaction energy, while the
terms with t i j are responsible for the hopping of the electrons within the same lattice
site.
In his paper from 1964, Hubbard developed the theory in terms of Green’s functions
and studied in detail the special case of a half-filled s-band with the same number
of electrons for each spin, in which case the density of states has a parabolic form
centered on T0 with bandwith ∆ [Hub64b]. He demonstrated that the nature of the
solutions for the energy depends only on the ratio ∆/U .
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The Hubbard model
Figure A.1: Density of states as a function of the ratio ∆/U . (From [Hub64b])
Top: The density of states for three different ratios ∆/U , with ∆/U = 1.1547 being the critical
one.
Bottom: Boundaries of the bands as a function of ∆/U . Hatched region corresponds to non
vanishing density of states.
Figure A.1(top) shows the density of states for three different values of the ratio while
A.1(bottom) shows the spectrum more explicitly. The bands are plotted as a function
of ∆/U and the hatched region corresponds to a non vanishing density of states. For
the half-filled band case discussed in the model, the states will be, at the absolute zero
temperature, occupied in the double-hatched region and empty in the rest. The point
X indicates the critical ratio, which for this special case is ∆/U = 1.1547. For smaller
values there are one full and one empty band and the system is insulating, while for
larger values the Fermi surface coincides with the X Y line and the system is conductor.
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B Design and realization of a
continuously variable switchbox
Sometimes it is necessary to measure the properties of a material at a resonance. In
order to do so it is useful to have a tunable laser source. In our lab, tunability is allowed
by the multiple sources presented in section 2.1. When such a complex system is used,
one of the issues is how to optimally distribute the power of the amplified oscillator
beam between the different sources. Usually, this is done by using the appropriate set
up of flip-mirrors and beam splitters. The biggest disadvantage of this kind of solution
is that the power reaching each source is defined by the combination of beam splitters
chosen. If some different value is needed, the whole optics has to be substituted. When
I started designing the switchbox, we decided it would be useful to be able to tune the
incoming power of each source depending on the needs of the performed experiment.
The solution we thought about, was to use a proper combination of thin film polarizers
and λ/2 plates. Turning the λ/2 plate we can tune how much light is transmitted or
reflected by the polarizer. One of the outputs, however, has a different polarization and
a second waveplate has to be used to turn the polarization back to the original one.
Our goal was to have three different sources working on the same time, thus for having
p-polarized light in every output of the switchbox, three waveplates and three polarizer
filters were needed. The polarizers were purchased from the Altechna company and
were specified for transmitting 98 % of the p-polarized light and reflect more than 85–
90 % of the s-polarised light. All the substrates of the optics are made of fused silica,
a material that does not absorb in the 800 nm range but causes positive GVD. To have
all the outputs streched by the same GVD, it is therefore important that all the beams
go through the same amount of fused silica.
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Design and realization of a continuously variable switchbox
There were two main challenges in the project. The first is that the commercial po-
larizers for the 800nm range work under an angle of 72°. This implies the need of a
complicated design, since the reflected beam forms an angle of 36° with the transmitted
one, and we wanted the outputs to be all either parallel or perpendicular. The second
problem is that the space between the RegA, the compressor and the OPA, where the
switchbox is supposed to stay, was only of (32× 60)cm. Furthermore the position of
the input beam and two of the outputs was fixed by the surrounding table geometry.
The Moreover, no effect had to be caused to the spectral and temporal shape of the




Figure B.1: The switchbox setup: in green
the polarizer filters and in blue the λ/2
plates.
Figure B.1 shows the solution proposed.
The λ/2 plates are shown in blue and
the polarizers in green. A first waveplate
changes the polarization of the originally
p-polarized beam coming from the RegA,
thus tuning the amount of light transmit-
ted or reflected at the first polarizer. The
transmitted light constitutes the first out-
put. The reflected s-polarized light is de-
flected on an High Reflective (HR) mir-
ror at an angle of incidence of 18° and
sent to a second waveplate. This wave-
plate rotates the polarization of the beam
again, so that a part of the light is p-
polarized and can be transmitted by the
second polarizer. The mechanism of the
third output is the same. In this case we
want all the remaining part of the beam
to be transmitted and therefore the third
waveplate always turns completely the polarization, from incoming s-polarized to p-
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 transmitted beam 
 
Figure B.2: The spectra of the reflected (s-polarized - red) and transmitted (p-polarized -
violet) beams after a waveplate and a polarizer, compared to the spectrum of the RegA output.
No major changes are visible.
polarized. The comfortable alignment was guaranteed by the use of top actuated
mounts for all the optics.
The first test performed was on the quality of the output spectra, both in reflection and
in transmission. The results, shown in Fig. B.2, demonstrate that no changes of the
spectrum are caused by the optics.
To investigate whether the switchbox optics is causing any group velocity dispersion to
the pulses, we have measured the output pulses of the switchbox using the FROG. The
reference measurement for the RegA pulse alone is shown in section 2.3, where the
duration obtained was of 39.8 fs. We have tested the effects of the first branch alone
measuring the pulse transmitted by a single waveplate and polarizer. The obtained
temporal FWHM was of 43.3 fs before compression and 40.2 fs after. To exclude that
the reflection was causing higher orders of GVD, which are not compressable, we have
measured the pulse duration for the second beam used alone. This corresponds to
the situation were all the light is reflected at the first polarizer and transmitted at
the second. The obtained results are 42 fs before compression and 40.4 fs after the









































































































Design and realization of a continuously variable switchbox
light goes in every output through the same amount of glass.
The setup has been tested for different distributions of power between the outputs in
order to evaluate how much power loss we have in each case. The results are presented
in table B.1. The first column reports the theoretical output ratio. The numbers label
each branch of the switchbox and the corresponding λ/2 plate. A rotation angle of 0°
corresponds to no change of the polarization and a rotation of 45° a complete change.
The values reported for the angles have been experimentally obtained by measuring
the desired output on the powermeter.
The results obtained stress an important point: there is always some power going in
transmission. Furthermore, the more times the beam is reflected, the more power is
lost. Therefore, no output, apart from the 3rd, can be blocked without loss of power.
Thus, it is important to assign the beam coming out from the first and second output
to the most frequently used sources or to those which can eventually require the full
power disposable for a particular experiment.
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C Derivation of some of the equations
Equation 1.8








J · E (C.1)
where J is the current, given by the sum of the currents due to the polarization and
those due to free carriers, J = Jp + J f . From the current due to a variation in the












































The same calculation can be done for the current due to the free charges, which is































J · E= 1
2
ω
E02 Im[ε(x,ω)] + 12 E02 Re[σ(ω)]
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Derivation of some of the equations
Equation 1.14
Starting from the equation of motion for the harmonic oscillator with ω0 = 0
mx¨ +mγ x˙ =−eE0e−iωt (C.2)





is obtained by substituting x˙ → v, where v is the velocity of the electrons, and γ→ 1
τ
,
where τ is the damping time.







Recalling that the current density j can be expressed as
j =−nev= σE0e−iωt (C.4)
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